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INTRODUCTHlN 

The Washington Nav~l orange (Citrus sinensis (L.) Qsbeck) is one 
of the most important fruit varieties grown in the United States. 
Its commercial culture is largely confined to California, and the f. o. b. 
value of the crop shipped from that State in 1927 was approximately 
$40,000,000. 

The importance of the Washington Navel orange industry is shown 
not only by the annual crop returns but also by several valuable 
contributions to horticultural practices which have been made as 8 
result of scientific studies and commercial experience in connection 
with its development. Among these are improved orcha.rd-heating 
devices, careful fruit-handling methods and special ~acking-house 
equipment, growers' cooperative-marketing organizations, systems 
for keeping and using individual tree-performance records for bud 
selection and crop improvement, and the demonstration of the 
economic importance of adopting and maintaining the fewest possible 
varieties in commercial fruit culture. 

The Washington Navel Qi'ange was introduced into the United 
States from Bahia, Brazil, by the United States Department of Agri

41519"-29--1 	 1 
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culture in 1870 (32).1 Twelve young trees were received at Wash
ington by William Saunders, superintflndent of gardens and grounds, 
and buds from them were propagated on sweet-orange seedlings 
grown for this purpose in onfl of the department greenhouses. These. 
greenhouse-grown trees were distributed to various citrus districts of 
the United States, two of them being sent to Mrs. Eliza 'l)bbets, at 
Riverside, Calif., in 1873 (5, 33). When the Tibbets trees came into 
fruiting in the late seventies the valuable commercial characteristics 
of the fruit, including their quality, shape, size, color, texture, and 
seedlessness, were soon recognized by the citrus growers of thil\\ pioneer 
community. Local nurserymen obtained bud wood from these trees 
for propagation, and the resulting nursery trees were plant(ld at 
Riverside and in near-by citrus districts. 

The cotffinercial success of these early orchards soon led to a wide
spread interest in this variety, so that it eventually became the most 
extensively grown citrus fruit in California, as shown in. Table 1. 

'r.~BLE l.-..1creages of Washington Navel and l'alencia oranges in the five leading 
citrus-producing counties of California, 1928-1927 

[Data from tho annual numh..rs of tho Cnliforn\n Crop Report. In 1!lZ7 tho seven ne.'rt highest conntles re
\lorted approxinmtely 10,000 acres oC tho Wnshington Navel /lIld 8,500 acres of the Valencia omtl.~e] 

Acreago 

Year 

192:L______________________________________________________________________________ _ 
1924 ________________________________________________________________________________1 00 3!!5 87,407 

95, 29S 87,666 
00,367 84,010 
86,~:7 02,882 
85, U73 95,892l~t=:====~:==::::::::::::=:=:=:::::=::==:=::::===::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 

rrhe commercial shipments of tIns variety from Californin for fiS long 
a period as data are available are shown in Table 2! in comparison 
with the production of the Valencia orange, which is the other leading 
variety grown in that State.. 
TAlILE 2.-Total shipments 'nf Washillgton Navel and 1'alencia oranges from 

California, 1916-17 to 1926-27 

[Data from Charles B. Walto, California Fruit-Qrowcrs' E~chnnge, compiled from monthly rcpo<ls of 
tho mllroads] 

I Total shipmonts (boxes) Total shipmcnts (lxl~es) 

Season, November to Season, November to 

October October
W IlShington WashingtouValencia VruenciaNavel Navel 

19UH7 "_____________ • 1923-24__ • ______________
;:1,268,128 5, 305, 178 12, 032, 036 8,923.6011924-25 • ______________••1917-1!1. ________________ 2, 468,922 9,271, 54\} 6, 3:J6, 11434. 234, 2111918-19_________________ 
8, 500, 572 10, 126, liOO 11,212, 4101919-20 _________________ 
7,544,041 7,301,736 11,781,5o"!\} 12, 139, 682 

7,235,069 I:~::::=::::::::=:1920-21 _________________ 10, 893, 035 9,437,859 1--'1921-22 • ________________ TotaL____________
6, 596, 462 5,111,892 102, 491, 256 86, 106, 3201922-23_ • _______________ 
9,918,766 8, 897, 730 

• An extremely hot period in June, 1917, greatly reduced the Valencia crop that year and also the crops
or lxlth varieties for the follOWing season . 

• Both the Washington Navel end Valencia crops were affccted by frost i/iJury this season, and wind 
damage further reduced the Valencia crop in :lOme districts in the season of 19'2-1-25. 

I Refereuoo IS made by italic numbers in parentheses to .. Litcmture dted," p. 70. 
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The young navel-orange trees were distributed from Washhtgton 
under the name Bahia (32), but when the Tibbets trees and others 
propagated from them ct\me into bearing the name Riverside Navel 
\VIM> used, to designate the variety. Later the growers decided to call 
tke variety the Washington Navel in recognition of its introduction 
by the Department of Agricult,,¥e at WaShington.. , 

The executor of the estate which later controlled the TIbbets home
stead dispos~d of the two California parent Washington Navel trees. 
One of them was given to the city d Riverside and. was moved in 
the sprinC' of 1002 to 'the head of Old Magnolia Avenue, where it 
still stands in an atliractively planted setting, as shown in Figure 1. 
The other parent t.ree was given to Frank A. Miller, master of the 

FIGURE I.-One of the two trees of the W nshington Nnvel or~nge that were sent to :r.rrs. Eliza Tib
bets, at Riversido, Calif., from the United States Department of Agriculture nt W IIShington. ' . i 
D. C., in 1873. The navel-orange intiustry of California bas been developed from tWs tree and ils 
companion which died in 1921. Photographed in JanWlIY. 1928 

Glenwood Mission Inn at Riverside, and was planted in the court

yard of that hotel May 8, 1903, by President Roosfwelt. It died in 

1921 and was replaced March 20, If)23, by an ll-year-old tree which ;, 

h8d been propagated from the old one. . 


BUD VARIATION IN THE WASHINGTON NAVEL ORANGE 

I The inception of these bud-selection studies ~esulted from a visit 
by the senior wnter to the packing house of C. E. Rumsey, at RiverI side, in April, 1909/ when several strongly ribbed Washington Nav~l 
oranges w,ere observed in the cull bin, No explanation could be 
()btained for their occurrence or their source, but It walk into the 
orchard f!'ol11 which the fruit had come disclosed a limb on one of 
the flrst trees examined which bore the same type of abnormal fruits. 
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Following this discovery a systematic search for limb variations in 
trees of. this variety was begun i~ extensive orchal:ds b~longing to 
the National Orange Co., and L. V. W. Brown, of RIVersIde; W. H. 
Jameson and R. B. Hampton, of Corona; J. S. Edwards, of East 
Highlal.l.ds; and in other very successful commercial plantings. 
Du.ring this study- more than 100 striking limb variations were found, 
as well as many mdividual fruit variations, and a still greater number 
of entire trees bearing fruits and foliage typical of th'~G borne by 
various ones of the limb variations. 

A statement of the eady phases of this inV'estigation was made in 
Bureau of PJan.t Industry Circular 77 (7), and further reports of the 
progress of the work have been presented from time to time (1-4, 
6-14). The 6-year performance records and observations of the trees 
of the Washington Navel orange which were. given detailed systematic 
study were presented in United States Department of Agriculture 
Bulletin 623 (27). 

Propagations of striking limb variations in the trees under investi
gation were made in 1915 and during subsequent years. The per
formance "records of these pro~enies, together with a description of 
the results of these tests, particularly with respect to their bearing 
on the phenomenon of bud 'variation 2 and the importance of bud 
self!<>tion in the Washington Navel orange variety, are presented in 
th.;'s bulletin. Progress reports giving partial perfonnance records of 
some of these progenies have previously boen made (15, 16, 18-24, 
26). Similar investigations are being carried on with the other lead
ing citrus varieties grown in California, and some of the results of 
these studies have already boen published (25,28-31). 

The bud variations described in this bulletin can be classified from 
the economic standpoint as desirable when superior to the normal 3 

and as undesirable when inferior to the parent forms for commercial 
use. In these investigations fewer desirable than undesirable bud 
variations have been discovered. One reason for this condition may 
be the fact that undesirable variations are more easily recognized 
than the desirable ones on account of their more distinctive and 
readily observed characteristics. Another explanation is that most 
of the effort used in looking for bud variations in these studies has 
been devoted to finding those that are decidedly undesirable, so that 
they might be eliminated from the present and future orchards. 

A further classification of the bud variations found in these studies 
would include those that have been inherent!·y stable when propa
gated and those that have proved to be inherently unstable in prog
eny propagations. The degme of inherent stability of the progenies 
has been found to be about the same as the condition of uniformity 
in the characteristics of the parent bud V'ariations. If the fruit or 
foliage of these limb or tree variations was uniform their progenies 
have been found to be uniform; on the other hand, if there was 
marked variability of the fruit or leaves in the parent limb variations 
the progenies have usually been relatively variable. 

The bud variations under investigation have been identified largely 
by their fruit characters. The observed variations include both 

'The term "bud variation" as here used may be defined as a somatic variation of fruit or folfag~ which 
differs in one or more clearly recognizable characteristics from the normal und which is cupuple of pel(lP.tU· 
ation through bud proragation . 

• 'rhe term "normal' is used bere Bnd elsewhere in this bulletin in the sense of "IUlving tbe charnctllristics 
of the parent Washingtou or 'rholllson strlllns." 

http:pel(lP.tU
http:Highlal.l.ds
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quantity and quality differences, and the fo1.1owing quality character
istics have been given primary consideration: Size and shape of 
fruits, color, texture and 'thickness of peel, number and arrangement 
of the pulp sections, size and arrangement of the navel, amount of 
rag, quality and composition of the juice, and the development of 
natural blemishes. 

Certain vegetative characters of the individual trees have also been 
studied which for the most part have been found to be correlated to 
a greater or less degree with observable fruit variations. The rate 
of tree growth and the natural arrangement of the branches have 
been found to be rather definitely related to certain fruit character
istics in some cases. The characteristic shape, size, color, and 
quantity of leaves have also helped in the finding of bud variations 
both in the case of limb sports and in entire-tree variations. 

Washington Navel orange trees are grown from buds inserted in 
seedling orange root stocks. These root stocks if not budded produce 
tops bearing seedy oranges of types depending upon the kind of root 
st.ock used. Therefore, the occurrence of off-type Washington Navel 
trees in established orchards can not be explained, as has been 
attempted in other fruits, as due to the growth of buds from the 
stock. Furthermore, the similarity of the frui.t and foliage produced 
by the entire tree variations to those of some of the limb sports early 
led to the conclusion that the off-type trees were the result of the 
unintentional propagation of similar limb variations. 

Certain conditions of the fruit and foliage of Washington Navel 
orange trees probably result from environmental influences. The 
local climatic, soil, and cultural conditions affect the quantity and 
commercial quality of the crop, but such variations are not inherent 
ones and are not transmitted through budding. In this bulletin only 
those heritable variations which have been proved to be perpetuated 
through bud propagation are described~ to~ether with an account 
of their relation to commercial fruit prOd.uctlOn. 

FREQUENCY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF BUD VARIATIONS 

The term" undesirable" is here used to mean V!l.riations that bear 
fruits having one or more characteristics that are less desirable than 
the normal for the variety. 

Individual-tree estimate studies in more than 100 representative 
Washington Navel orange orchards during the period 1909 to 1915 
showed that an average of about 25 per cent of the trees in these 
groves consisted of individuals of very abnormal and inferior strains.4 

Among the undesirable "V'fl.riations that have been found are those that 
are consistently light in production and those that bear oranges 
maturing out of the normal season, particularly where the oranges 
ripen about two or three months later than the normaL Other 
undesirabl'e characteristics that have been studied include fruits of 
abnormally large or small siZe, irregular shape, coarse and unsightly 
texture of the rinds, unusually thick peel, an excessive proportion of 
rag, and a small quantity or poor quality of juice. 

The tree-estimate studies showed that the proportion of trees 
of inferior strains was larger in the younger orchards than in the older 

• The term .. strain" lIS here used designates a groUI:' '~f individuals of a horticultural variety ditTering from 
all other individuals of the variety in one or more constant aUll recognizable characteristi.:s aud capable of 
perpetuation through bud propagation. 
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groves. This condition was responsible for a rather general belief 
that the Washington Navel orange variety was running out and be
coming unproductive and unprofitable, with the result that for a con
siderable period there was little further planting of this variety. 

An. illustration of the manner in which the proportion of trees of 
undesirable strains was being rapidly increased in young orchards. is 
shown by studies in an old orch8.rd and those made later in a/oung 
grove the trees of which had been unintentionally prllpagate from 
some of the undesirable variations in the older orchard'. 

The studies in the older orchard, which was considemd to be the 
most uniformly productive one of that distIict, showed that 3.5 per cent 
of the trees were of a particularly undesirable strain. While these 
records were be~ obtained two men were observed cutting bud 
wood for commerCIal-nursery propagation from some of the very in
ferior trees. As was the common practice then, no attention was 
bein~ given to the fruiting condition of the trees, and buds were being 
obtamed from these particular trees because they contained an 
abnormally large proportion of the vigorous-growing vegetative type 
of wood which was then considered the most desirable for nursery use. 

Several years later a study was made of a young orchard where it 
was found that appro:dmately 90 per cent of the trees were of the 
same rank-growing, lmproductive, and inferior fruiting character as 
those which had been observed previously in the older orchard. An 
investigation of the history of these trees showed that without 
question they had been grown from some of the buds that were being 
cut from the undesirable trees in the older orchard at the time the 
tree-estimate studies were made. 

The undesirable trees in the younger orchard were subsequently 
top-worked and brought into normal production. However, the lack 
of crops for several years and the expense of the top-working resulted 
in a large loss to the owner. This OCCUlTence indicates the way in 
which inferior trees were increasing in the younger orchards through 
unintentional propagation from undesirable parent trees in the 
commercial-nursery practice and shows the significance of these 
variations to commercial fruit culture. 

Bud variations in the Washington Navel orange are also important 
on account of the occurrence of desirable variations of commercial 
value. Several striking and apparently valuable variations are being 
grown in progeny-performance record plots, and Borne of the most 
promising ones have been selected and propagated for commercial 
tests of their value. 

In studying the progenies of selected parent trees of the best strain 
of the Washington Navel orange it has been found that some progenies 
are uniformly more desirable than others. This characteristic has 
now been perpetuated through two bud propagations, and it seems 
apparent that in these progenies the uniformity of the growth of the 
trees and the size, shape, color, and other characteristics of the fruits 
are above the average for the original strain. The indications are 
that these superior progenies have originated from desirable bud 
variations, and they illustrate the importance of bud variation in the 
improvement of the variet,y and to the Washington Navel orange 
industry as a whole. 

http:orch8.rd
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PROGENY TESTS OF LIMB VARIATIONS 

In order to determine whether or not the characteristics of the 
striking limb variations could be perpetuated through budding, some 
of the early discovered ones were top-worked on normal Washington 
Navel orange trees in bearin~. These tests proved conclusively that 
without exception all of the limb variations that were propagated did 
perpetuate their leaf and' fruit characteristics. 

These top-working tests led to the propagation of a larger number 
of limb sports by buddrng on sour-oran~e seedling root stocks, as is 
now commonly done in commercial cItrus-nursery prac.tice. One 
purpose of these e~"periments was to determine the behavior of the 
limb sports under ordinary nursery propagation, and another object 
was to compare the relative tree growth end the quantity and quality 
of the crops produced by the progenies of limb variations with that of 
progenies of normal limbs from the same parent trees. The limb
sport propagations in every instance were from unquestioned varia
tIOns in parent trees which had been grown from a single bud on 
sweet-orange seedlin~ rootstocks and where the history of the propa
gation, planting, and care of the orchards were fully known. All 
these variations showed foliage or fruit characteristics closely resem
bling those of ce:-:tain off-type trees in established orchards. These 
progeny tests have made it possible to study the relation of the 
occurrence of limb vaIiutions to the presence of trees of abnormal 
strains in bearing orchards and to obtain evidence regarding the 
importance of the bud vaIiations in relation to the maintenance of 
the variety, its improvement through the isolation of supeIior strains, 
and the possibilities for a more economic production of the Washing
ton Navel orange for the welfare of this industry. 

This first genera] propagation of a number of limb and 'i;ree varia
tions, typical of the most important strains of the Washington Navel 
variety that had been studied up to that time, was made in the spring 
of 1915. Buds from these variations were inserted in sour-orange 
rootstocks in a commercial nursery in cooperation with the Citrus 
Experiment Station of the UniversIty of Oalifornia, and the resulting 
progeny trees have been grown on the station grounds at Riverside. 

The progeny trees were transplanted from the nurserym July, 1917. 
They were set 10 feet apart in rows spaced 24 feet ap~rt, the close 
planting in the rows making possible the testing of twice as many 
progenies as would have been the case, had the ordinary spacing been 
practiced. The planting is arranged so that when the trees reach 
such a size as to interfere with cultural practices every alternate 
tree may be removed, thus leaving what is considered to be a normal 
,spacing for this variety in this district. 

-This orchard was planted on virgin land where nothing but winter
grain crops without irrigation or fertilization had been I?reviously 
grown. The trees have been given ordinary cultivation, lI'rigation, 
and other cultural care. Winter cover crops have been grown and 
plowed under each year for the purpose of soil impro'l{ement. Sum

i 	 mer cover crops have been grown occasionally, but have not been 
particularly successful. Very little fertilizer of any kind has been 
afplied up to the present time, although it is believed that the use 
o additional fertilizer is now necessary in order to provide favorable 
soil conditions for future tree growth and crop production. The 
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trees have made a normal growth thus far and have not suffered serious 
frost damage at any time, orchard heaters being used at critical 
periods for frost protection. Little or no injuries from scale or other 
msect pests of the citrus tree or from citrus-tree diseases have occurred, 

\ and the trees may be considered to have made a somewhat better 
development than is usually the case in this region. 

The progeny planting has served two purposes: (1) To prove the 
transmissibility of certain bud variations of tree and fruit characters 
and (2) to provide for citrus growers and other persons interested 
a demonstration of the importance of the work for the improvement 
of the Washington Navel orange through bud selection. Each year 
since these progeny trees came into fruiting the planting has been 
visited by many citrus growers, scientists, and others, not only from 
California and other near-by sections but also from several foreign 
countries. In this way the progeny orchard has become of wide 
interest and value in furnishing living evidence of the fact of bud 
variation and the importance of studies in bud selection. in vegeta
tively propagated crops. 

PROGENY PERFORMANCE RECORDS 

The performance records of the progeny trees propagated from the 
various limb variations of the Washington Navel orange have been 
obtained by counting the fruits borne by each tree. The oranges 
have also been classified according to strain characteristics, and for 
the last five years the weight of the fruits has also been obtained .. 

The number of trees in each progeny was limited by lack of orchard 
space. When possible and desirable, progeny trees propagated from 
a normal limb of the same parent tree have been included with those 
propagated from the limbvariation, so as to make possible a closer com
parIson of the performance records of the normal with the variation 
progeny trees. A larger number of progeny trees would have been 
desirable in some instances, but the writers are of the opinion that 
enough trees have been studied so that from the data available for 
consideration reliable and sound conclusions can be drawn. The 
sets of progenies of the various strains will be considered separately, 
in order to show clearly the results of these propagation tests. All 
of the most important strains that have been observed are included 
in these descriptions. 

The Thomson, Golden Buckeye, and Golden Nugget strains have 
been commercially propagated to a limited extent by nurserymen and 
growers and have been considered as distinct varieties. These terms 
are used in this bulletin as strain designations and not as varietal 
names. 

WASHINGTON STRAIN 

The term "Washington" is here used to indicate that ptrain of the 
Washington Navel orange which has been found to be the most 
valuable one for commercial culture in California. It is the strain 
which was first introduced to this country and upon which the repu
tati.on of the variety is founded. The trees of this strain, illustrated 
in Figure 2, are J>roductive and tend to bear regular an~ succe~sive 
crops of fruit. They have an open and somewhat droopmg habIt of 
growth and dense foliage with large, oval, dark-green leaves. They 
produce few suckers, in contrast with the large proportion of the 
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vigorous nonfruiting vegetative growth pfoducedby the trees of the 
Australian and some other strains. Variations of fruits and foliage 
are less commonly found in trees of this strain than in those of most 
other strains of this variety. Under normal conditions no pollen is 
produced by the ant.l;l.ers of the flowers of the Washington strain. 

The fruits, illustralJed in Figure 3, are obovoid in shape and generally 
of medium to large size. The'rind is of medium thiclmess, and the 
texture is smooth and grained. The color of the fruit is bright orange; 
the tag is tender and comparatively small in quantity; the juice is 
abundant and of superior quality, having a pleasing and spright!y 
subacid flavor. The fruits are seedless, and the navel usually IS small, 
sometimes rudimentary, with no development except in the rjnd. 

FIGURE 2.-A typical treeot the Washington strain of the Washington Navel orange variety. 

Ioorona, Oallf. Planted in 1903; photographed in J!IDuary, 1927 


The Washington is the most important of all the Washington NaveI' 
orange strains on account of the high productiveness of the trees and 
the superior commercial quality of the fruit, which is not equaled by 
that of any other strain grown in California. . 

Limbs of the Washington strain sometimes occur as reverting 
variations in trees of other st.rains of the Washington Navel orange. 
The performance records of three trees of the Washington strain 
which were propagated from two li.1Ub variations in Thomson strain 
trees, compared with the records of three trees which were propagated 
from normal Thomson branches of the sa,me parent trees, are shown 
in Table 3. Ea~h of these trees has produced only fruits typical of the 
strain that was propagated. 
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TAll~ ~.-Record$ of a.nnual pro~uction l!f p~ogeny trel)S propagated Jrom limb 
vanalt,ons oj the Washlngton stram occurnng tn trees of the Thomson strain of t!le 
Washmgton Navel orange compared with records of trees propagated from the 
Thomson portions of the same parent trees 

[.All these progeny trees were planted in July, 1917J 

Rouree ot buds Fruits produced by progeny trees 

Progeny e Numbertree _ 
No. Limb Character 

~ .,. S. 3 =~ ~ 5: "" ~ ; !(l ; ; t;i 
Sl ~ <>;!: .... ~ .... .... .... ;!: Eo<.. _.--- '" - - - - - - 

7-31--___ }16 {'Vashlngton lim b 5 95 98 zn 179 249 539 252 1,704
7-3:L___ 

varia- } Washington. e!Ion in Thomson tree. 25 140 104 253 243 278 552 192 1,787
7-35_____ 16 Normal part of same Thomson___ 18 76 ill 247 215 235 338 201 1,403

Thomson tree. 
7-43.__._ 22 Washington 11mb varis· W lIShington. 9 70 94 428 331 22i 327 145 1,628

tion in Thomson tree. 
7-45.____ }22 {NOrma! part oC same ~Thomson__ 167 127 296 281 352 M5 235 2,025
7-46._.__ 'rhomson tree. {~ 103 103 269 29S 201 466 200 1,&>7 

FIGURE a.-Fruits of the Washington strain or the WoUlington Navel orange, Riverside, CaUl., 

JanWlrY,1912 


These performance records show a total production of 5,119 oranges 
fnr the three t'rogeny trees of the Washington strain, whereas the three 
trees of the Thomson strain produced 5,075 fruits. The difference in 
productivity of trees of these strains is usually greater than is indicated 
by the comparative yields of these few trees, and such differences are 
in accord with the yields in commercial orchards under comparable 
conditions, where, as a rule, the trees of th~ Washington strain are 
somewhat more productive than those of the Thomson strain. The 
fruits of the Washington strain are of better quality and have a higher 
commercial value in most markets than the fruits of the Thomson 
strain, and for these reasons the Washington strain is preferred in 
California. 

THOMSO~ STRAIN 

The Thomson strain of the Washington Navel orange has been 
grown commercial1y in California for a munber of years and has been 
recognized as an established variety. Recently, however, the com
mercial propagation of. the Thomson strain has been largely discon
tinued in southern Califol"Pia, and there seems to be little likelihood 
that it ,,-ill again be propagated extensively in that district. lndi
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vidual fruits, limb variations, and entire h'ees of this strain have been 
commonly found in orchards planted to trees of the Washington strain, 
The writers have observed more than 100 Thomson limb variations 
in otherwise normat trees of the Washington strain in California 
orchards. The late A. C. Thomson, of Duarte, Calif., who introduced 
this strain commercially about 1891, acknowledged having found it 
as a limb variation. Because of the proved bud origin of the strain, 
no propagations of limb variations of this character were included in 
these progeny tests. 

The trees of the Thomson strain are similar to those of the Wash
ington strain except that under comparable conditions they are not 
quite as vi~orous growers and con.sequently are somewhat smaller in 
size, sometImes presenting a rather dwarfed appearance. 'rhey are 
more variable than trees of the Washington strain, in both foliage and 
fruit, one tree frequently bearing several distinct strains. Fruit vari,.. 

FIGURE 4.-Frults of the Thomson stmin of the WBShington Navel omuse, Rivlll'Side, Calif., 

January, 1915 


ations in established orchards of this strain are so common as to be 
distinctly detrimental to the value of the crops. 

The fruits illustrated in Figure 4 are similar in shape and size to 
those of the Washingtbn strain. They differ from them mainly in 
having a very smooth rind of bright reddish-orange color. The rind 
of the Thomson fruits is usually thinner and the rag much more 
abundant, coarser, and tougher than that of the fruits of the Wash
ington strain. The fruits mature somewhat sooner, as is shown by 
the earlier coloring of the rinds and the higher sugar-acid ratio of the 
juice, making it possible in many instances to harvest them at an 
earlier date than the fruits of the Washington strain. The smooth
texture of the rind as wen as the reddish color is of distm.ct market 
value, but the juice is less acid than that of the fruits of the Wash
ington strain and is lacking in flavor. The undesirable character
istics of the rag and the inferior flavor of the juice are detrimental 
to the reputation of the fruits of this strain and are the main reasons 
for the almost entire abandonment of the further commercial plant
ing of trees of the Thomson strain. 

The comparative performance records of five progeny trees of the 
Thomson strain and five of the Washington strain are shown in Table 

http:distm.ct
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4. This shows that the five progeny trees of the Thomson strain 
have produced a total of 8,914 oranges as compared with a total.of 
9,359 oranges for the five trees of the Washington strain. These 
data are fairly typical of the yields' of these strains obtained in 
commercial orchards in Oalifornia wherever accurate comparable
records have been available for consideration. . 

TABLE 4,-Records of a.nntta.l production of progeny trees propagated from normal 
Thomson limbs in, trees of the Thomson strMn oj the .Washington Navel orange 
compared, with records of trees propagated from normal Washington limbs in trees 
of the Washington strain 

[All these trees wero plllnted In July, 1917, and hllve borne only fruits typical of the strains that were 
propagated] 

Number of fruits produced by progeny trElOs 

Progeny Source of buils ~ t, ::.tree No. ~,. ~ ; ~!rlll ~ !!; !I 
g: §l ... yooo(" t"'t- ,... 7"'t s:: ~ -.......-.,. - - - - - - 

7-40••••. }Normallimb iii Thomson tree Np. 20.......__• {~ 115' 121 511 334 270 380 122 i,87I 

7-41..... 39 74 453 325 268 405 .230 1.816 

7--54..___ }Normalilmb in Thomson tree No. 26....~.____ {:J 100 3157-53...._ IlO 247 182 201 354 1,497 
116 113 234 230. 326 53,\; m 1,7Il99-49_____ Normal limb in Thomson tree No. 10.'L...___• 30 lS7 93 233 238 315 484 'l~l 1,931

7-11...__ Normal 11mb in Wasblngton tree No. 4..~_._.__ 30 125 127 505 14& 300 522 I'll 1,928
7-27___•• }Normal Umb in WllShington tree No. 12.______ 98 27 532 249 316 630 163 2,028 
7-28..... }l~ 91 78 355 131 154 416 143 1,369,
9-21..___ 12 54 116 457 169 324 653 190 1,975 
9-22..... t28 76 141 400 207 387 531 199 2,059

}Norl118lllmb in WaShington tree No. 78______• 

I The total production or 5 Thomson trees WIlS 8,914 and that oC 5 WllShington treeS was 9,359. 

UNPRODUCTIVE STRAINS 

The limb and tree variations of the Washington Navel orange 
that have been strikingly and inherently unproductive have been 
segregated into three groups: (1) Those of very light production, 
but bearing fruits apparently identical with those of the parent 
strain; (2) those having a very low production of small, wrinkled 
fruits; and (3) those bearing somewhat larger crops of rather coarse 
fruits as compared with the other two groups. 

These strains are important ones to the Washington Nave! orange 
industry, because the presence of trees of these strains has been 
proved to be largely responsible for the very low production of 
several commercial orchards where individual-tree studies have been 
carried on and is doubtless the cause of low yields in many other 
unprofitable orchards. 

In 1910 the senior writer found a very unproductive limb in a tree 
grown from a single bud of the Thomson strain in an orchard planted 
in 1903 at Riverside, which is typical of the occurrence of sitnilar 
limb variations that have been found in trees of both the Thomson 
and the Washington strains. , 

This Unproductive-strain limb is one of the main branches of the 
tree arising from a point about 3 feet above the bud union, and at the 
present time constitutes about one-half the growth of the tree. This 
tree was mentioned on page 25 of United States DepaI'tment of 
Agriculture Bulletin 623 and was illustrat.ed in Figures 7 and 8 of 
that publication (27). It was also described and a progress report 
made on the performance of its progeny in the Journal of Agncul
tural Research for November 17, 1923 (15). 

'. 

http:illustrat.ed
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A photograph of the structure of the parent tree is reproduced in 
Figure 5, in which the Unproductive limb is marked with a white 
cloth. The branches below the white cloth on all sides of the tree 

FIGURE 5.-Trunk and main limbs of the tree of the Thomson strain oran~e from which the five 
trees listed in 'rable 5 were propagated. The limb marked with the white cloth is the Unpro
ductive variation. Photographed at RiversIde, Calif., in the spring of 1914 

trunk are normal for the variety. A general view of the tree, as it 
appeared in December, 1922, is shown in Figure 6. 

The growth of the Unproductive limb has been somewhat more 
vigorous than that of the other branches of this tree, and its leaves 
have tend.ed to be smaller, slightly more pointed, more Yflllowish 

." 
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green, and less abundant than the not'IDal foliage. Howover, during 
recent years it has become more difficult to dlstinguish the growt.h 
of the Unproductive limb without close examination of the tree 
structuro. There are no apparent differences in time of blooming 
or in the number or structure of the flowers borne by differant branches 
of the tree. 

The orchard in which this tree stands is favorably located, has been 
given ordinary cultural care, and the tree has never suffered from 

FIGURE6.-A tree or the Thomson strain containing a limb variation or the Unproductive litraln, as 
shown in Figure 5. Progeny trees propagated rrom this parent are shown In Figure 7, and their 
perrormance records are given in Table 5. Riverside. Calir .. December. 1922 

frost injury, insect attack, or fungous diseases. The tree has been 
under observation each year since its discovery, but detailed perform
ance records were not obtained from it because of its location some 
distance from the Washington Navel orange performance-record plots. 
Lack of time and assistance made it impracticable to obtain yield 
records from it, as was dso the case with many other interesting 
isolated trees which have been closely observed for a number of years. 
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The yearly observations of the behavior of this tree, both before and 
after propagations were made from it, have shown that the Unpro
ductive limb has been consistently unproductive or barren, never 
having prodaced more than 6 fruits in any year except in the 1922-23, 
season, when it produced 14 oranges, 13 of which wel'(:; ~orne by one 
small branch, the foliage of which indicated that it might be a rever
sion to the original Thomson strain. Subsequent observations have 
shown that this fruiting branch has continued to bear a few fruits 
each year, and its performance and appearance have confirmed the 
conclusion that it is a reversion. The limbs of this tree other than 
the Unproductive one have produced normal crops each year. The 
fruits borne by the Unproductive limb are so like those produced by 
the normal branches that it has been impossible to distinguish be
tween them. 

The progeny plantings from this tree consist of three trees groWn. 
from buds from the Unproductive linlb and two trees grown from a 
normal branch planted as part of a single row. Two trees of each 
progeny are shown in Figure 7. The trees have made a vigorol.ls and 

FIGURE 7.-PrQgenytrcesocthe Unproductive (right) and Thomson strnlns o[ the'Vashiillrtan'Nmd\l 
orangewhicb were propagated [fOOl a limb variation and the normal part of 
Figures 5 and 6. :rhe performance records of these trees and.an additional one 
right oC them are gi\'en in Table 5. University at Calitornia Citrus Experiment StetIOD, Riverside,
Calif., January, 1928 

healthy growth and began bearing three years after planting. No_ 
pruning or other tree tr()dtm~;nts have been given any of these trees, 
and they have all receiv6d the same cultural care, every possible pre
caution having been exercised to provide uniform environmental in
fluences so that the performances of the individual trees are fairly 
comparable. 

The oranges borne by the progeny trees of the Unproductive strain 
have been similar .in all their characters to those produced by the 
progeny trees of the normal Thomson strain, as shown in Figure 8. 

The more vigorous growth of the progeny trees of the Unproductive 
limb as compared with the normal has been increasingly marked with 
each successive year until at this time they are much larger than the 
progeny trees from the normal part of the parent tree, both as re
gards size of tree trunks and volume of tree tops. The time of bloom
ing, structure, and other characteristics of the flowers are the same for 
the trees of both progenies. The shape and size of the leaves are 
much the same for all of the progeny trees, but the foliage orthe trees 

http:vigorol.ls
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of the productive stram, like the parent limb, is more yellowish and ii 
less abundant than that of the normal Thomson trees. The habit of 
growth of the normal prog(lliy trees of the Thomson strain is much 
more drooping than that of the Unproductive trees. This condition, 
as well as the smaller size of the trees, may be.explained as l'esulting 
from the continuous croppin~ of the Thomson progeny trees as con
trasted with the very light Yields of the Unpro,ductive trees. 

,I '\ 

TABLE 5.-Records oj annual pru.auction oj pr.ElJeny tree8 propagated Jrom (l limb 
variation of the Unproductive strain oj the Washington Navel orange compared 
with the records oj trees propagated Jrom normal branches in the same parent tree8 

{These progeny trees were planted In luly, 1917, and all the fruits produced by them have been normal In 
_ chanwterJ. 

I 1\ 

1_--,--'--__So_urce_O_fb_(_\ds~_"'~.___ Number of fruits produced by prog~n~ t~ 
P/.'ogeny ... 
treeNo. ~Z .... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ to 21l 

3~1 Limb i ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E- - - - - --- ."" 
Q 

',: 

7-4______ 
0 28 0 33 68 O 130 

} 2 0 0 16 0 2B 104 0 1517-5______ Unproductive 11mb variation ______________ 0 0 

7-6____'-_ 0 1 15 0 8 122 0 1467-7______ 
7-IL____ 2 Normal 11mb of same parent tree __________ {~ 61 56 173 99 283 444 118 1,252 

60 72 262, 93 261 362 85 1,245 

FIGURE 8.-Frults trom progeny trees of the.Unproductive (right) and norinaJ Thomson stmlns, 
showing their great similarity. These are from trees 7-6 and 7-7 shown in Figure 7 and listed 
In Tahle 5, which were propagated from dlJIerent Umbs of the tree shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
Riverside, Calif., December,l922 

The perfonnance records of e~h of the progeny trees are shown in 
Table 5, in which are recorded the nm.'1;lber of oranges borne by each 
tree for each year since they began frmiting. This table shows that 
trees 7-4, 7-5, and 7-6, which were propagated with buds taken from 
the Unproductive limb variation, have been consistently low in pro
duction during the entire period of this performance record, producing 
totals of only 130, 151, and 146 oranges, respectively. On the other 
hand, trees 7-7 and 7-8, propagated from buds taken from the normal 
Thomson part of the same parent tree, have been normally productive, 
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producing totals of 1,252 and 1,245 fruits, respectively. The average 
production each season for the Unproductive iil.nd normal Thomson 
trees is shown graphically in Figure 9. u 

. This striking difference in the ~roductivity ofprogeuy trees is a 
typical example of the transmisslon of the qutintity-of-~roduction. 
character to progeny trees budded from a similar limb variatIon. . This 
test also suggests that many of the low-yielding trees in established 
orchards have proba~Jlrresulted from the uninoontional propagation 
of similar limb vanatio:ns where systematic bud-selection practices 
were not followed. It also illustrates the importance in commercial 
propagation of the 
careful selectioit of 400 
bud wood ba.sed I()n ~,j \performance recm'ds 

and the individual 

tree studies, in order 
 fI \ 
to a.void the perpetua ,

~ tion of trees of the !) \ 

Unproductive strain ! 


or limb variations 

in otherwise normal 
 II \,trees. 


The number 0 f 
 / 1\ II 
fruits produced by

all the trees has 
 / \ Ibee n considerably (

reduced in certain ~ ~~, \ 

seasons by unfavor - ~I" \.
soahle climatic condi- ~..... ~- \ 

tions. It wi II be· ;as -rJiS~ ~¥~.eQ ...
'l.&.~~ ~-i " 
seen, however, that .... ~ .~. !\. 
during seasons of low ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
yields the crops of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N 
the Unproductive ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
strain trees have been ;; c:5"£A.S"C?N 

more seriously re- FIIlURE O.-Diagnunshowlng the averngo number of fruits produced 
d uced than have per tree each season by the progeny trees of the Unrroductlve and 

normal Thomson strains of the Washington Nave orange which 
those 0 f the norma -1 are recorded In Table 5. I'our orthese trees are shown in Figure 7,
strain trees and they were oJ1 propagated from buds from the tree shown in 

'. Figures 5 and 6
The productIon of 

trees of the Unproductive strain in this progeny test has been very 
unprofitable, whereas the yields of the normal-strain trees have 
been profitable under the conditions where these trees have been 
grown. In established orchards of this variety frequently more 
than 10 per cent of the trees have been of the Unproductive 
strain, similar to those in this prog~ny test. The economic loss 
from the presence of such trees has been large and has been an 
annual burden to the growers.

The performance records of progeny trees of tbe two other forms of 
the Unproductive strains with records of trees propagated from com
parable normal-parent trees are shown in Table 6, Progeny trees 

41519°-29---~ 
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8-21 and 8-22 in this table are representative of the second group of 
the Unproduotive strair:.a,bearing very light crops of abn:~rmal fruits. 
These two progeny ci,rees propagated from an Unproductive limb 
variation in a tl'eeo£ the Thomson strain have produced totals of only 
11~ and 22.oranges, respectively, for the 8 ..year performance-record 
~riQd, whereas the comparable progeny.trees 7-49 and 7-50: have' 
J!roduced totals of 1,493 and 1,948, ~spectively, for the same period. 
The fruits of the Unproductive strain trees have been small, somewhat 
elongated or pear shaped, with a coarse texture and slightly wrinkled 
surfa1ce of. the rind. 

TABLE 6.-Records of annual productUm of progenY tree8-propagated from limb and 
. tree Variations pJ Clnproduclive 8trains oj the Washington Navel orange compared 
with record8 oj trees propapatedfrom comparable normal. parent trees . 

[THe fuat four progeny tnies wek planted in ;July, 1917, and ~he others in May, 1919) 

" 
Source of buds Fruits produ~;by progeny trees 

-
Progeny ~ Nmriber 
tree No. 

l:j~ Limb Character ... $:I 
..!. ~ 
&l ; ~ ~ ; ; § .~~ ~ ... ... ... ... ,.., .... ... e- - - - - - - I

8-21.___ 
} 39 {Unproductive limb varl· Long, coarse, {g 0 0 0 0 19 91 2 112 

8-22••••• atlon In Thomson tree. wrinkled. 0 0 4 0 3 14 1 22 
7-4IL••• {Normal Thomson limb }Thowson•••• (1~ 05 92 248 223 209 369 247 1,493}227-liO••••_ In. comparable tree. 107 96 499 288 268 4li8 225 1,=31-15_."_ }205 {UnprodUCtive Washing· }coarse.....• _ {..- 4 8 32 166 79 0 
l!1-16•••• ton !.roo. 12 4 2 148 32 0 198 
31-11•••• }206 _'" .do•••_. __•••_._••_._• •••••do •••••• _. {... ...---- 3 8 12 118 74 0 215 
31-12_••• 9 10 50 146 5 il 220 
31-5.."•• ,)20Z {N0nnal Washington } Washington... {._. 2 11 43 129 206 264 33 688 
31-fi••_•• limb. 3 17 58 144 221 300 129 872 Ii 

The four progeny trees-31,-15, 31-16, 31-11 and 31-12-make upr
two progenies r~presentative' of the third group of th~ Unproductive 
strains of the Washington N sveL which bear coarse fruits, but in 
somewhat larger quantity than that produced by the trees of the two 
other groups. In this set, the trees of the Unproductive strain have 
produced totals of 289, 198, 2'15, and 220 oringes, respectively, for 
the 6-year performance record period during which these trees have 
been In fruiti:t:lg, whereas the comparative progeny trees of th£ 
Donnal strain have _produced totals of 688 aud 872, respectively,. for 
the same period. The normal-strain trees bore a few oranges one 
year earlier than trees of the Unproductive strain and have been 
consistently more productive each season. This record is an illus
tration of the common e:q>erience in the CItrus-propagation worK 
in these investigations, which shows that the prolific trees usually 
begin production earlier than the UnproduotIve ones. The total 
production of each of the progeny trees recorded in Table 6 is shown 
gr~hically in Figure 10. . 

The fruits of these progeny trees of the Unproductivo etrain have 
had a texture of rind somewhat coarser than those of the normal
strain trees but otherwise have been very similar to them. The 
differences in the quantities of fruit produced by these Unproductive 
trees as compared with those of the nonnal strain have not been so 
marked as was the case with those shown in Table 5 or those recorded 
for the first two llomparable progenies in Table 6. Tbis condition 
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is typical of other comparative progeny-performa~ce records in this 
progeny ulanting in that the different degrees of variations, . pro
ductivity, or other characteristics of the parent-liIrlb variations of 
individual-parent trees have been consistently tranSmitted to their 
progenies through bud propagation. . . 

In the instances recorded in Tables 5 and 6. it is evident that 
quantity production has been transmitted through bud propagation, 
thus demonstrating the possibility of Buch inheritance. Variations 
in production are also sometimes due to soil or stock influences and 
to differences in cultural practices, but such variations are of an 
entirely different nature from those described and are not transmitted! 
in propaga~ons. 

AUSTRAI.JAN STRAINS 

The name Australian as applied to strains of the Washington Nave} 
orange seCIllil to have been commonly adopted by growerS on account 
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FIGURE IO.-Dingrrun showing the total number of frnltsproduced by the Individual trees of the 
Unproductive and normal strains of the Washington Navel orange which are recorded in Table 6 

of the resemblance of the trees of these strains to those. grown in 
California at one time to a very limited extent from an early impQf
tation from Australia. It has gradually become generally used to 
indicate rank-growing, unproductive trees bearing coarse, inferior 
fruits. . 

The trees of the Australian strains are vigorous and have a char
acteristic upright .habit of growth, as shown in Figure 11. If not 
kept down by severe pruning, these trees stand out in striking con
trast to the trees of other strains of the Washington Navel orange 
and can be e~ily identified by reason of their greater height and larger 
size. They produce a large volume of vigorous vegetative non
fruiting growth, formerly highly prized as bud wood for propagation. 
They bear light crops of fruits of poor quality. Thus far, pruning 
and other treatments have failed to improve their fruiting character
istics, and their presence in any considerable numbers in established 
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orchards is the cause of serious economic losses to the growers. For
tunately, it has been found that these trees can be successfully top
worked by using carefully selected buds from desirable trees of the 
Washington strain, and many thousands of tl;ees of the Australian 
strain in California. orchards have been made profitable during recent 
years in this manner. . 

The Australian strains are quite variable and may be classified by 
their fruit characters as: (1) Small Australian, resembling Washington 
strain fruit except in size, as shown in Figure 12; (2) Cos,rse Australjan, 
of large size, globular shape, light color, and very coarse texture of 
rind, abundant rag, and with small quantities of juice of poor quality 
(fig. 13); and (3) Wrinkled Australian, of small size, flattened shape, 
and peculiarly wrinkled around the stem ends, as shown in Figure 14. 
The fruits are seedless and frequently develop large protruding navels 

-"'rGUltE 11.-Progeny trees of the Australian (right) and Washington strains of the Washington
Nnvel orllnge. These lire trees 7-10 nnd 7-11 as recorded in Table 7. University of CalifornIa 
Citrus Experiment Station, Riverside, Calif., November, 1024 

which detract from their appearance and market value. The fruits 
of these three classes sometimes occur on the same tree, but more 
commonly those of one class tend to predominate, to the exclusion 
of those of the other classes. For this reason in these progeny 
propagations the trees have been clw;sified according to the dominant 
kind of fruit produced by the parent variations and their progenies. 

In Table 7 the performance records of 11 progeny trees of the 
Australian strains are presented in comparison with those of 2 progeny 
trees of the Thomson strain and 1 of the Washington strain. 

The total average production of the 11 progeny trees of the Aus
tralian strain for the 8-year perform <tnce-record period has been 637 
oranges, whereas the total average for the trees of the Thomson and 
Washington strains has been 1,757 oranges. Figure 15 presents a 
diagram showing the average number of fruits produced each season 
by these Australian trees and by the normal Thomson and Wash
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TABLE 7.-Records of annual production of progeny trees propagated from tree 

and limb variations of the Australian strain of the Washington Navel orange com
pared with records of trees propagated from a normal' limb of one of the same trees 
and from a near-by normal tree 

[These progeny trees were all planted in July, 1917, and have prllduced only fruit typical of that borne 
by the parent tree or limb] 

Source of buds Number of fruits produced by progeny trees 

ProgenY\" 0 
tree No. ~Z ; ... l;1 i-- gs'" Tree or limb ~ .j. J: 'd:Of ~ <'l 

% § ~ 
P< .... i... §l ... ~ ~ §l §l ... E-t 

7-9______ 
7-10_____ } 11 Australian. t.-oo, small Crulted____________ 13 30 76 0 135 :ils 0 572 

51 37 63 0 23S 128 0 5147-13_____ } 5 .• ____do.__ •_____•_____________ •___________ 0 6 51 0 28 159 0 2607-14_____ f1~ .' 13 53 lOS 0 111 128 0 4107-15_____ 
7-16_____ ~ 6 .&.ustmUnn tree, coarse fruIted ____________ 59 46 28 0 ' 101 168 0 403 

23 48 63 1 210 83 0 4298-3L___ 
64 31 165. 45 146 315 100 S75tj8-32_____ 1}46 A~~:oa=i=~ __~~~~:___~I~~__~~_ 75 87 258 102 ,107 209 55, 017

8-39_____ }52 89 31 60 37 158 320 240' 945.8-40_____ Australian tree, wrinkle fruIted _________ eoIS 81 23 67 5 144 203 204 835S-53_____ 62 Australian limb, wrinkle fruited InThomson tree_________________________ 
13 46 75 138 130 82 168 100 848 

8-49-----:}6~ Normal Thomson lImb. _________•___ •___ 19S 112 374 277 255 505 233 1,9848-50_____ ,  {~ 177 44 184 198 172 345 215 1,358 
7-11. __ ••! 4 Normal Washington tree._. _____________ 30 125 127 505 14S 300 522 171 1,928 

1 The average totnl production of 11 Austrnlian trees was 637 Cruits, and that of 3 normnl trees was 1,757. 

},'IGURE 12.-Fruits of the small·fruIted Australian (left) and normal Washington stralns of the 
Washington Nllve1..:lrange which were produced on dltterent limbs of the sarne tree. Riverside,
Calif., Y,'ebruary, 191:.! . 

ington trees. These data, together with those giving the annual 
yields of these trees, show that the progeny trees of the Australian 
strains have produced an average of less than one-half the quantity 
of the Thomson and Washington strains. The small quantity of 
fruit borne.by the Australian progeny trees is correlated with inferior 
commercial quality, much of which is unfit for marketing and undesir
able for consumption. 

Particular attention is directed in Table 7 to the performance records 
of progeny trees 8-53, 8-49, and 8-50. Tree 8-53 was propagated 
from an Australian limb variation bearing wrinkled fruits in the 
sa.me parent Thomson tree from which progeny trees 8-49 and 8-50 

http:borne.by
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wer(' propagat('d. In this instllncc the Australian progeny tree has 
produced !1 totnl of only 848 oranges, whereas the comparable Thomson 
stmin tr('('s from the same parent have produced totals of 1,984 and 
1,358 ol"llnges. The fruits borne by the Austrulian progeny trees 

FIIH·ltg l:l.~ Ii'ruits or the t"ollrse·rruiteti Australian (right) anti norllllli Washington strains or tho 
"·"llshing;ton Xa,"cl ornnge wlli£>h W(lre prodU(.'t...~1 011 a limb variatiull and 011 tho normal Ilortion 
of n :;ingle tn.·t.~. Hivl'rsid~, (talit, Fehruur~~, lUl4 

hav(' h(,(,11 consistently very inferior in quality to thos(' born(' by 
tr(,(,8 of the Thomson strain and larg('ly worthkss for marlwting. 
'1'h(' performance records of the Australian progeny tre('s ~,how 

dearly that the habits of tall growth and quantity and cOllllnereiai 

Fl!1l"1n: I,I.,-Fruils or the wrinkled·rruited Australian strain or the \\"nshington Xllvel orango 
,,,,,hi('h WC'rU 'H)rne On the Imrent~limh variation rrom which trl~ 8-5:3 in 'rnblc i was propugnted. 
Hivcrsidc, CaIH" l;'cbrunry, HJl5 

qunlity of fruit produc('d hy limb or tre(' variations have be(,l1 per
pC'tulli('(1 through bud propagation. These facts arc of fund!lllleutal 
importance in tIH' economic production of 'Washington N ayel orange 
crops, as IUt8 been l"C'Ill't1tedly d('ll1onstrated both experimentally 
and rOllllu(,l"cially in the conrse of these investigations. 
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WILLOW-LEAF STRAIN 

The name Willow-Leaf was used to designate this strain of the 
Washington Navel orange because the narrow and acutely pointed 
leaves, as shown in Figure 16, resemble those of the common willow 
tree. 

T.\BLE S.-Records of annual production of progeny trees propagated from a tree oj 
the Willow-Leaf str(lin of the Washington Navel orange compared with records of 
trees propagated from a noO'mal Washington tree 

[Tbese progeny trees were planted in JuI::, 1917] 

Source or buds Fruits produced by progeny trees 

l'rog· 

eny Number 

tree Par· 

entNo. Limb Charactertree 
1~ 1921-1~ To-No. 1923t!l"24- I92&-1~ 1927 

22 23 24 25 26 'EI 28 tall 

8-45.-•• 39 22 212 .' 22 34 197 0 519{WillOW Lea'-_._•••••••• 41 5 369 
8-48._•• 5 12 60 4 43 131 7 264

}5d !J8-46._•• Washington tree______•• !WIllOWLeaL. 52 86 31 145 2 

9-2L._ }78 {Normal Washington WashlngtoD-_ 54 116 437 169 324 653 190 1,975
9-2',L•• tree. 76 141 490 297 387 531 199 2,059 

1 The average total production of 3 WiIlow·I.e"r trees was 384 fru!ts and that of 2 normal Washington 
trees WIIS 2,017. 

The trees of the Willow-Leaf strain are unproductive as compared 
with those of the normal strain. They might .be considered as one 
of the unproductive strains, 4.5"0 
but have been listed sepa
rately on account of their 'J\ 
characteristic appearance. ~400 
They make a vigorous, ~ I \~.;;..~o ;,~ \healthy growth and have 
an abundance of foliage. ~300 R, I \ 
The leaves are lanceolate .,~,
in . shape and are sha~ly ~z.;.o ~I \, ~ 
pomted a§ compared WIth ¥II /' ~,{the oval shape and more ~200
obtuse ends of normal 'v~ty- \ 

leaves. 9i ~I \~ /50
The fruits are of smaller ~ ~, 

~ , 
size and somewhat coarser ~ /00 / \.~ ~~ \,texture than those of the 7S I ..h.~_ ~5i 
normal Washington strain. soII " '~,~1 

Table 8 presents the per 25 4~ '-
formance records of three i' 
progeny trees which were ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
propagated from a typical ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ 

parent tree of the Willow- !'I ~)' ~ N ~ ~ 

Leaf strain and the com- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

parative performance rec- ~~$ON 

ords of twoJrogeny trees FIGURE 15.-Dlagram showing the average nUDlber oC fruit!' 


produced per tree each season by tbe progeny trees of theof the norm Washington Australian strains and the normal Tbom.<;on and Washington 
Strain. The average to tal strnlns whlcb are recorded in Table 7 

yield of the trees of the Willow-Leaf strain h.as been 384 oranges, 
whereas that of the comparable trees of the Washington strain has 
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beell 2,017 orunges for the 8-year performance-record period. Figure 
17 shows these productioll differences graphieally. Not only has the 
pl'Odudiol1 of the Willow-I.J('f\.f trees been much less than that of the 
Wnshington trees, but the commercial quality of the fruits has also 
be('rt yery infl'rior. 

In this progeny t('st the Willow-Leaf strain characteristics of the 
parent-tree \Tariation, including shape of leayes and quantity and 
qunlity of fl'Uit, haW' been transmitted through bud propagation. 

l'1<;t'RE 16. 'I'ypirnl lenves 01 the Willow-Leaf (top) and Thomson strains of tho Washington 
Xnvelorunge. l'uiversity oC California Citrus Experiment Station, Hiverside, Culif., April,1928 

DRY STRAINS 

The Dry strains of the Washington Navel orang(' w(,l'e so ealled 
on account of tlH' fnet that the tr('('s of thes(' strnins produce fruits 
haying-little or no juic('. Different conditions of cll'yn('ss of the fl'uits 
JULYI' It,d to tll(' clnssitication of tlH'se forms as Dry-Solid, where the 
fruit pulp is composed of n larg-e number of dry eells ('()]npacted int.o 
n mn;;" of ('Ollr,,!' tisslI(' with a eomph,te or ulmost entire ahseIlce of 
juice, and Dry-Hollow, where the fruit segments arc nearly empty 



and lined with a }lartial laye,r of small globular pulp vesicles which 
are usually dry. There is frequently considerable variation in the 
quantity of juice in different fruits of the Dry-Solid strain, but an 
examination of hundreds of Dry-Hollow fruits has revealed little 
juice in any of them, most of them being so nearly dry that it has 
been impracticable to obtain a.,complete chemical analysis of the 
juice., In foliage characteristics the Dry-Solid and Dry-Hollow trees 
are very: similar, their 
main differences being 600 r---,---r---..,.----r---,--r---, 

in the characteristics J 
of the fruits. Typical J'SOr--t--t-~I----I--+--I-II---1 
specimens of the Dry- ',' / 
Solid and Dry-Hollow
fruits are shown in .5"001---+--+--+--+--+-/-1-+-1---1 
Figllres 18 and 19. 

The trees of the Dry -4Sql---+--+--l.i\-II.,---f----1-i/-I---I--I---1 
strains have a finely . ~ ~ 
branched arrange- ~ ~ool-.,..-j_-+_~-I+I\~·-+--....,...-.f-I~ 
ment and an upright ~ f~ \ I 
habit of growth some- ~ x 
whatresembling these ~ .3S01---+--+- '-t-t--t\-t-'-j-f---+--+-i 
characdteds?cs of tp,e 'i ~ ../
Unpro uctive stram. ~ 300+---+--"""',~f--I-~\H-";'/...i.j.1-+-,-+--4-1 
The foliage is dense, i~ 

and the leaves are ~ 2S0 j~~-+--1+-1'--1f---+-+I'isome.what lanceolate ~ ~. I 
and acutely. pointed. ~ .,........ f .~.,...L.__. -t-.....,.I/--i----:.-lN---I

The fruits are glob- N ""..,..... :{'..

ulsr or oblong in ~ '~ l 
sh~pe, of medium to '$1 ~ .J.\',J)
small size,' and the /. ~I----I---I--=-I----I--~'Tf),l\ 
rinds are very thick, /00 J j\ . J~.~'1 \ 
coarse or pebbled in / I \., J.f'f'~~'1'. ~\ 
texture, and ~ellowish ./ I ~ . d I ,~., 'I ~ orange III co or, see - "--+~··H..5'OI-;;tF-;--+T-+--\-+---l'lr" 
less, and have small zSjOl!:V:"-""=-I-_-f-l'_-+-_\~"''''',,-+1_-+_-+l\ 
or rudimentary navels ~.....' 1->. ., 

with the navel open- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. 

ing very small or en- I I I I I 


tirely closed. The rag ~,~ ~ ~ 

is very abundant and § ~ !)\ ~ ~ 

coarse in fruits of the "'."".... 

Dry-Solid strain and .s'~80N 

n'rll:lacking m' those FIGURE·17.-Dlaghunshowlng the average number of fruIts produced ne<e~. per tree each season by the progeny trees of the Willow-Leaf stmln 
of t e Dry-Hollow :iI~iJ''¥:~I: res of the normal Washington strain wblch are re

strain. The fruits are • 
very light in weight, on account of the absence of juice and the thick
ness of the rinds, and they are unusuaJJ\y uniform in size so far as 
observed. 

The performance. record of a Dry-Solid progeny tree which was 
propagated from a limb variation in an o.therwise normal tree of the 
Washington strain planted in 1917 is shown in Table 9 together with 
the record of a tree propagated later f:r:om another similar -limb 
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variation. For comparison with these yield data, the performance 
~cords of two progeny trees of the Washing!;on strain are also 
In!:lluded. 

'l'ABLE 9.-Records of annual production of progeny trees propagated from .limb 
variations of the Dry-Solid strain of the Washington N allel orange compared: .with 
the records of trees propagated from a normal limb}n one of the same parent trees 

[Trees 8-47, 9-21, and!!-22 were plantoo in 1917, and tree S-:2il was plantoo in 19231 

Source of buds Frait.~ prt!duced by progeny trees 

Progeny! Number 
tree -
No. 'a~ LImb Character ... ~ 

~ ~ ; ; ; %I~§g; ~ ... ... !~ ~ ... ... ... 
8-47_____ 

57 Dry.Solid limb variation Dry-SoUd___ 13 65 95 lSI> 29 82 297 92 862 
in Washington Navel 
tree.

\}-2L_.__ &1 116 457 169 324 653 100 1,00;\
9-22_____ }78 Normal Washington tree.._ {washington {J 2,0;:\1normal. 76 141 400 '.lJ11 387 531 1998-20____ 506 Dry·Solld limb variation__ Dry-Solid.__ a 0 3 

FIGUUE lS.-Fruits of the Dry-Solid strain of the Washirrgton Navel orange produced by the 
progeny tree listed in Table 9 which was propagated from s sImlIar limb v91'istion. Riverside, 
Calif., ;January, 1928 

The Dry-Solid progeny tree 8-47 has produced a total of 862 
oranges for the 8-year performance-record period, and the younger 
tree of the same strain has just begun to bear, producing 3 fruits in 
the season of 1927-28. The comparable progeny trees of the Wash
ington strain have produced totals of 1,965 and 2,059 oranges, 
respectively, showing more than double the yield of the Dry-Solid 
tree. 

Yield recQrds were not obtained from the two progeny trees of the 
Dry-Hollow strain, but close observation has shown that they have 
usually produced somewhat more than those of the Dry-Solid strain, 
but less than the Washington trees. As a whole it can be said that 
the DI'y- strain trees have been less productive than Washington 
strain trees, but somewhat more productive than those of the 
Unproductive strain. 

The outstanding characteristics of the fruits of the Dry strains are 
their usual small content or entire absence of juice and the abnormal 
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thickness of their rinds.. These conditions were found. in the fruits 
of the parent-limb variations and have,· been transmitted to the 
progeny trees through bud· propagation in a . very striking manner. 
These tests indicate that the quantity of juice'in the Washington 
Navel orange. is a heritable character which can be perpetuated 
through huddmg. . . ' . 

Table 10 ;t>resents anaiySEls of rep-.!'esentative sampl.es of fruit from 
the Dry-Sohd, Dry-Hollow, and Washington stram progeny trees" 
It is apparent that the hollow nature of the Dry-Hollow strain fruits 
is responsible for their relatively low specific gravity .. The thickness 
of the rinds of ~he.Dry-strain fruit,s, andparti~m~arly those of the 
Dry-Hollow stram, IS. clearly shown ill the data gIVlll15 the percentage 
of rinds. From this table it can be seen that in addItion to the very 
thick rinds, abundant. rag, less oil, and very much less insoluble 

FIGURE to.-Frults olthe Dry·Hollow strain olthe WBShingto :Navel orange produced bya progeny

tree from a 11mb variation. Riverside, Calif., JllDuafY, 1928 


solids in the pulp, the juice of the fruits of the Dry strains have less 
acid and are correspondingly insipid to the taste. 

TABLE lO.-Composition of fruits from progeny trees oj the Dry and Washington 
strains of the Washington Navel orange 

[Analyses made by the lahoratory of fruit and vegetable chemistry of the Bureau of Chemistry and 
Soils, United States Department of Agriculture, at Los Angeles, Calif., December I, 19241 

Constituents (per cant) 

Specific 

Tree grav·
Straln Insol· TotalNo. ityof Add SolUbleuble sugarfruit Rind Pulp Oll In soUdslnsolids in juice juicein pulp Juice 

Dry·Solld••••••••••••••••••• 1 0.825 48.4 51.4 ~592 5.83 7.77 0.88 lO.58 
Dry·Hollow••••••••••••••••. 2 .654 7ll.2 26.5 .338 9.70 8.40 .25 Too dry. 

Do••••••••••••••••••_••• 3 •&to 72.6 27.1 .338 9.75 8.40 .21 Too dry. 
WllShington••_•.•••••••••••• 4 .899 32.1 67.4 .677 2.72 8.46 1.22 12.30 

Do•••••••••••••••••••_.1 5 .912 3O.ll 69•.5 .~ 2.80 8.29 1.26 12.29 

On account of the almost complete absence of juice,.if for no other 
reason, the fruits of the Drystrains are absolutely unfit for marketing. 

C 

http:juice,.if
http:sampl.es
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The accidental inclusion of such fruits in the regular market packs 
must have a detrimental effe'ct upon the reputation of the crop as a 
whole. It is very important thaI; the further propagation of trees of 
these strains should be avoided through careful bud-selection 
practices. In established orchards Dry-strain limb variations in 
otherwise normal trees can be removed by pruning, and entire trees 
can be replaced by top-working or l'eplanting. 

BROWN·SPOTTED STEAlN 

The name Brown-Spotted has been given to a strain of the 
Washington Navel orange the fruits of which develop irr~lar 
brownish and slightly sunken spots when near maturity. When 
these fruits were first found it was thought that the spots were due 
to It; disease, to insect injuries, or to fumigation burns, but subsequent 
studies proved the tissue!'; of the rinds of the fruits to be inherently 

FIGURE 20.-Progeny trees of the Brown-Spotted (right) and Thomson strnins of the Wnshington 
Navel orange which are listed as 7-17 and 7-18 in Table 11. University of California Citrns Ex
periment Station, Riverside, Calif., January. 1928 

weak and that the spots are caused by the breaking down of groups 
of cells in the rind. The brownish color of the spots apparently 
results from the action of the released citrus oil on the surface areas 
of the peel, and the spots have a similar appearance to those which 
develop in handling operations with citrus fruits where the oil cells 
oecome broken and the free oil spreads over adjacent areas of the 
rind. 

The foliage characteristics of the trees of the Brown-Spotted strain 
differ from those of the Washington strain in that the leaves are 
smaller, more lanceolate, and acutely pointed. The trees are small, 
with very small twig diameters, and the growth is more finely 
branched than is ordinarily the case with the Washington strain. 
Figure 20 shows a Brown-Spotted tree and a normal Thomson tree 
which was propagated from the same parent tree. 

The fruits are of small size, distinctly flattened, pale yellow in 
color, and frequently have one or more reddish orange stripes and 
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small sllnken brown spotS' of irregular shape-_ The fruits nre seedless, 
and th£' navels nre usually small in size, sometimes rudimentnry, 
uud frequentl~r with no navel opening. The rinds of the fruits are 
thick, nud the ilesh is course and tough. The quuntity of juice is 
small, uud it usually lacks flavor, being deficient in both ucid and 
sugnr. The fruits ripen ef.l<riv, and most of them drop from the trees 
duriug November and December, two or more months before COffi

pamtive normal fruits reach full maturity. A few brown spots 
usually develop on the fruits before thsy drop, and after the fruits 

.Flul1RE 21.-Fruits o( the Drown-Spotted strain o( the Washington Navel orange produced hy
progen\' tree IH. liS listed in '1'lIlile J1. which was propagated (rom a similar limb variution. 
Both the exterior views show spots that ha vo boon limited in their extension by adjacent
scctions of normal Washington rind. Riverside, Cali!., January, 1923 

drop, the bl'Own spots increase rapidly in number and size. Typical 
fruits of this strain are shown in Figure 21. 

At the time the limb-variution propagations were being made in 
1915, small Brown-Spotted limbs were found in two trees in orchards 
about 3 miles apart, one of them being in a tree of the Thomson 
strain and the other in a tree that was otherwise typiGal of the 
1Yashington strain. Both of these trees were of normal size for their 
age and were in a vigorous growing condition. . 

The performance records of progeny trees which were propagated 
from these two Brown-Spotted limb variations are shown in Table 
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11, two of the trees h&~ been budded from the variation in the 
Thomson tree and two from the one in the Washington tree. For 
comparison, there are also included the performance records of two 
normal Thomson trees propagated from the parent Thomson tree 
which produced the Brown-Spotted limb variation and tw~ progeny 
trees of the Washington strain. 

TABLE ll.-Rerords of annual. production of '[J1"ogeny trees_projXlgated from limb 
variations of the Brown-SPO/ted,,8train of the Washington .Navel orange compared 
with the records oftrees propagated from a normal branch in one of the 8ame parent 
trl'.es and from a normal tree of the Washington strain 

[A.U these proceny trees weill planted In 1917] 

ISource or huds Fruits produced by progeny trees 
l~; 

ProI!llIlY ~ Nwnber 

tnleNo. 


LImb Character
'tlz I' 
~ ~ 

~ i ~ ; ; ~ ; ; § ] 
Q 

~ .8!... ... ... ... ... ... ... E-o-- - - - - - r-- - - 
7-17._••• jBrown.spottad
7-18...•• limb variation 22 510Brown-Bpotted••••••••in Thomson tree {~ ~ =!: 21 ~ l~ ~ 8831~).rruits spot· 
7-1!1.•••• Normal Thomson 95 92 248 223 3J9 247 1,493I~ Normal Thomso~•••• { 1~7-.50••••• limb In same 107 96 499 288 268 ~ 22.'i 1,1K8 

parent tree. 

7 45 134 54 62 148 6t 525 
Brown·Spotted \\ithrrow..,,,,,.. t........"'...._· 11 


limb variation . Washington sectioDS. 0 4 1 20 4 24 11l 184In Washington
~l..•••• 53 Normal W8..hingto~. 5 7 ~ 19 14 60 36 170tree (beers both Ribbed Washington••. 1 2 ~ 11 7 1 3 1 28spotted and ncr· 

mal fruits). TotaL •••••••••• 17 l!O 52 190 100 81 235 212 007 

Brown-Bpotted •• _ •••• 44 17 50 268 16 53 169 43 660 
Brown-Bpotted with 

WashingtonsectioDS. 0 1 6 52 13 42 45 195,
~2•••••• 53 •••••dG..-••_ ••• Normal Washington•• 0 2 1 0 16gRibbed Washington.... 0 ii ~ 0 ~ 0 1 

Total••••••••••• 44 36 63 291 69 66 215 88 872 

7-ZL••• '12 Normal Washing· 98 249 3UI 630 163 2,028 
7-28•••••/ ton tree••_._•• Normal washlngto~ 'I{ l~ 91 131 154 416 143 1,369~~ 

The two Brown-Spotted pro@ny trees from the limb variation in 
a Thomson tree have borne BrOW!l-Spotted fruits exclusively during 
this performance-record period, indicating an inherent stability in 
this respect which has been transmitted through bud propagation. 

The yields of the progeny trees of the Thomson strain which were 
propagated from a normal branch of the parent tree having the Brown
Spotted limb variation have been much heavier than those of the 
comparative Brown-Spotted strain, being 1,493 and 1,948 O1;anges, 
respectively, whereas the Brown-Spotted trees have borne only. 510 
and 883 fruits, respectively, during the 8-year performance-record 
period. . 

In the performan(}<) records of the two progeny trees of the Brown
Spotted strain grown from the limb variation in a Washington strain 
tree the yields have been classified according to fruit characteristics 
and include those which were typically brown spotted, those brown 
spotted with sections resembling typical W nshington fruits, normal 
Washington fruits, and Washington fruits having a distinc.tly ribbed 
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appearance. No instance has been found where a brown spot has 
developed on the normal-appearing sections of these fruits. Even 
when a spot appears very close to a section of normal rind it does not 
spread into it. Fruit.s showing this condition are included in Figure 
21. The brown-spotted fruits make up the bulk of the crops from 
t.hese trees, and the. other classes have been produced by branch 
variations, those bearing the Washington-strain oranges being appar
ent reversions to the type of the parent tree. The total production 
of the two Brown-Spotted progeny trees for the 8-year performance
record period has been 907 and 872 oranges, respectively, whereas 
that of the comparative progeny trees of the Washington s.train has 
been 2,028 and 1,369 fruits, respectively. The parent limb from 
which these two Brown-Spottcd progeny trees ·were propagated has 
given quite variable production, similar to that of the progeny tree, 
which condition indicates an inherent instability that has been per
petuated through bud propagation. 

The relatively low yields of the four progeny trees of the Brown
Spotted strain as compared with the heavier production of the 
progeny trees of the N ormal Washington and Thomson strains indicate 
that the trees of the Brown-Spotted strainare inherently less productive 
than normal, comparable trees. ThE:' fruit characteristics-includinO' 
size, shape, color, spotting, and early maturity-have been perpetuat;f, 
except that in the Brown-Spotted progeny trees from the limb varia
tion in the parent tree of the Washington strain apparent reversions 
showing as part or entire fruits have been found, which have been 
produced by particular branches or limbs in these Brown-Spotted 
trees. The foliage characteristics. of the progeny trees of the Brown
Spotted strain have been similar to those of the parent-limb varia
tions from which they were propagated. 

YELLOW STRAINS 

The term "Yellow" has been applied to certain strains of the 
Washington Navel orange on account of the light-yellow color of 
their fruits, as compared with the reddish yellow or orange color of 
the normal fruits. They have been found as limb variations in trees 
of both the Washington and Thomson strains and occur as single
fruit, limb, and entire-tree variations in established orchards of those 
strains. 

The trees of the Yellow strains have a somewhat erect habit of 
growth, a..'ld the foliage is rather sparse. The leaves are smaller, 
more pointed, and lighter green than those of Washington or Thom
son trees. 

The fruits of these strains differ in appearance from those of the 
Washington or Thomson strains mainly: ill color. They have a light
yellow color with occasional characten~tic small red stripes or spots. 
The fruits tend to mature somewhat earlier, the juice is slightly less 
acid, and the flesh is of lighter color than that of the comparative 
Washington and Thomson fruits. In Yellow Thomson fruits the rag 
is usually more abundant than in the normal Thomson fruits. No 
illustration of the Yellow strain is presented, because it is impossible 
to show the color variation. 

The performance records of a number of Yellow strain trees which 
were propagated from limb and tree variations and of comparable 
Washington and Thomson progeny trees are shown in Table 12. 
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TABLE 12.-Records of annual production of progeny trees propagated fro. limbm. 

and tree 'variations of the Yellow Thomson strains of the Washington Navel orange 
compared with records of trees propagated from normal Thomson and Washington
limbs 

[Tho Ilrst 17 progeny trees were plaDted In 1uly, 1917, and tho last 9 In May, 1919) 

SoI1l'Cll of buds Fruits. produced by progeny trees 

Progeny! Number
treil .. 

.... No. 
i1~ Limb Character ~ ~ s ~ 0i S! ; ~ ~ ; ;Po. .... ... ... ... ... ... ~ Eo< --- - I- - - - - 

7~ {Yellow 11mb vnrilltlon }YelloWThom- {~ 88 70 258 183 'Jl>7 2Il6 319 1,4777-38_____ }:!I in Thomson treo. son. 116 63 183 108 142 171 155 9687-41_____ Thomson_____:!I Normal Thomson 11mb 22 39 74 453 3'Jl> 268 405 ZlO I,S16 
in same tree lIS abovo. 

&-Zl_____ ~ rellow limb variation }Yello'YThom- (1S 62 34 82 32 60 162 55 475&-21..___ in Thomson tree. son. 6 47 'Jl> 14S 75 133 230 179 8438-35_____ 50 _____do__________________ _____do________ {~f 151 62 263 140 ZI2 396 170 1,459 
60 26 1I0 33 98 163 53 554 

!hIS_____ Formal Thomson 11mb }Thomson_____ m136 63 191 208 100 341 Zll 1,393~:::::~ in Barno tree lIS above. 28 55 177 45 2]03 308 182 913&-6l..___ {YelloW 11mb variation } Yellow Thom- {ao 75 36 97 35 92 151 57 573&-62_____ In Thomson tree. son. 28 72 43 126 26 122 1114 154 765 
8-49_____ }60 {Normal Thomson 11mb 198 112 374 277 255 605 233 1,9SlS-l;D_____ }Thomson_____ {~

in same treensabove. 177 44 184 2198 172 345 215 1,358 
9-Zl_----j}SI {Ycll~w limb variation }YellowTbom- es 48 67 354 127 278 594 280 1,766
9-24_____ in Thomson tree. son. 10 61 143 168 41 51 249 191 S14 

Formal Thomson limb }ThQ'llSOn_____ M 47 105 5911 198 1,5269-'Jl> _____ }SI , 258 80 1238 
in same tree ns I\bove. 103 121 249 117 147 300 159 1,219 

{YelloW 'Jl> 75 82 225 261 85 693!i~=:::l Wnsblngton }Yellow Wnsb-ington. r-. ___31-2____ 2l!l stmln tree. . 53 67 80 192 203 55 660 
31-3_____ 14 43 105 260 269 00 771 
31-9_____ 211 1,7 52 I:!I 188 270 87 743

_____do_____________••___ _____do_ _______ •__ 
31-10____ 2:1 51 148 IZI 255 63 866 
31-29____ }208 rellow Wnsblngton }____dO ________ f: 26 67 105 102 210 99 60931-30____ strain tree. 25 80 158 108 186 61 61S
31-17____ 202 Normal W nshlngton WlIShlngton___::: 29 64 148 228 300 1'Jl> 900 

strain tree. __ •__do__________________ _____do________31-28____ 204 ---- -_.._- 11 80 108 189 283 139 S10 

I The averagl\ 8-yeor production or 10 yellow strain Thomson trees wns!l69 rmit! and that 017 normal 
Thomson tree& WIIS 1,458 fmlts. The average ~;'enr production oC 1 yellow stmln Wnshlngton trees 
wns 679 fruit.q, while that of 2 normal Washington trees was 855 fruits. 

1 Includes 1 fruit with yellow section. 
I Includes 1 Cmlt DC the WlIShlngton strain. 
, Includes 4 Crults with_yellow sections. 
'Includes 1 CruIt or the Yellow Thomson stmln and 3 with yellow sections. 

The 10 trees of the Yellow Thomson strain have produced an aver
age of 969 fruits, while the 7 comparative Thomson trees have borne 
an average of 1,458 oranges for the 8-year period. The 7 progeny 
trees of the Yellow Washington strain were planted in 1919, two 
years after the Thomson trees, and they have produced an average 
of 679 fruits per tree for the 6-year period smce they came into 
bearing. The two comparable trees of the Washington strain have 
produced an average of 855 fruits during this same 6-year period. 

These results, indicating that the trees of the Yellow strain are not 
as productive as those of the normal Thomson or Washington strains, 
are in accord with commercial orchard experience. Some of the 
pioneer Washington Navel orange ~wers in southern California 
propagated Yellow-strain limb variatIons and planted small orchards 
to this strain on account of the early ripening of the fruits and their 
characteristic color. Individual-tree performance records in some of 
these plantings revealed the relative unproductiveness of the trees, 
and because market experience proved the light-yellow color to be 
detrimental rather than advantageous, the Yellow-strain trees have 
been largely top-worked to the normal Washington strain during 
recent years. 
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The performance records of the progeny trees of the Yellow strain 
show that these trees have produced with one exception only typical 
Yellow-strain fruits, similar to those borne by the parent-limb varia
tions, and that the Thomson and Washington strams have produced 
normal fruits with only 10 variations. The fruit and foliage charac
teristics of the parent-limb variations have been strongly transmitted 
through bud propagation, and these records suggest the origin of the 
Yellow strains from limb variations. 

GOLDEN BUCKEYE STRAIN 

In the early study of the variations of the Washington Navel 
orange, the Golden Nugget and Golden Buckeye fruits were con
sidered to be identical. The subsequent studies of the fruits of the 
progeny trees which were propagated from these bud variations have 
shown that the Golden Buckeye oranges are distinguished from the 
Golden Nugget fruits by characteristic reddish-orb',nge streaks, ridges, 
and other markings, so that these variations ate now classified as 
separate strains. 

The name Golden Buckeye was given to this strain by one of the 
pioneer citrus nurserymen of southern California. It was grown 
commercially to a very limited extent several years ago, but its 
propagation was soon abandoned, and orchard trees of this strain 
were subsequently top-worked. 

The trees of the Golden Buckeye strain resemble those of the 
Thomson strain, but are likely to be somewhat smaller in size and 
more dense in hahit of growth. They are very similar to the trees 
of the Golden Nugget strain. The fruits are usually somewhat 
elliptical in shape, medium to large in size, and tend to early maturity. 
The rinds are of medium thi\~kness, yellowish orange in color, and 
have occasionally irregular ridges of varying size which are usually 
reddish oran~e in color. The rag is coarse and very abundant, the 
juice is defiCient in quantity and lacking in distinctive flavor. The 
fruits are seedless and normally have small or rudimentary navels 
with the navel openings nearly or entirely closed. The Golden 
Buckeye oranges have a peculiar appearance, due to the relatively 
few oil cells in the rinds, their light yellowish orange color,and the 
prominent reddish color of the rid~es, raised sections, or knoblike 
projections on the rinds. The frUlts are . likely to be variable in 
shape, size, and other characteristics on different trees or on the 
individual branches of the same tree. Figure 22 shows typical fruits 
of this strain. 

Table 13 shows the performance records of two progeny trees which 
were propagated from a limb variation of the Golden Buckeye strain 
in a Thomson strain parent tree. The parent tree was quite variable, 
having in addition to the Golden Buckeye limh a Washington strain 
limb and a limb bearing corrugated fruits. In this table, performance 
records are included for a Thomson strain progeny tree which was 
propagated from a normal limb of the parent tree and of two Washing
ton strain progeny trees which were propagated from the Washin;,'ton 
strain limb variation in the same parent tree. The performance 
records of the progeny trees from the Corrugated strain limb variation 
in. this same parent tree are shown in Table 16. 

41519°-29--3 ' 
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TABLE l3.-Records of annual production of progeny trees propagated from a limb 
variation of the Golden B t1ckeye strain in a tree of the Thomson strain of the Washing
ton Navel ora'nge compared with records of trees propagated from u, normal Thom80n 
limb and from a typical W u,skington N alJel limb in the same parent tree 

[All these progeny trees were planted in lu1y, 1017] 

Fruits produced by prQgp«'.f trees 

Progony Source ot buds in Thom- Numbertree son tree No. 16 INo. 
Character 

~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

- ~Xff i ; ; ~ 

! 
114--~ 

tions.' 

7-33_____ 
Golden Buckeye limb varl

ation in Thomson tree. 

Golden Buck
eye.

WoshlngtoD.____
Thomson______ 
Golden Buck

eye and Wash
ington sec
tions.' 

20 

0 

g ~ ~ ~ 
l~l 

3 

~ 

177 

4 
6 

10 

241 

1~ 

~ 

182 1,161 

~ 13 
22 

( 10 

TotaL ____ 20 114 6( 216 ~ --
196 
--

266 ls7 --
1,206 

Golden Buck 26 101 59 269 209 203 309 Zl7 1,402 

7->14_____ _____00_____________________ 

eye.
WashingtolL___
Thomson_______ 
Golden Buck

eye and Wash
ington sec

:
i 

~ 
~ 

~ 
i 

0 
0 
0 

6 
2 
3 

4 
2 

13 ~ 1 
'I~ 

3 

Zl 
4 

20 

- --I- ------I-----TOtn1_____ ~~ 101 59 259 220 222 313 250 1,449 
7->15_____ i=Norm!'! Thomson lImb____ Thomson_______ 1~ 76 73 247 215 Zl5 201 1,4037->11.. ___ ~ 
7->12_____ }Wtfo~~ngton 11mb \'Brla-I}washlngtou_____ { ~ 95 IJ8 277 179 249 1,704 

140 104 253 243 278 ~ ~~ 1,787 

I This tree also had a 11mb bearing corrugated trulta, and records of progeny trees propagated trom it are 
included in Table 16. 

• Golden Buckeye and Washington sections on the saDie fruita. 
'Including two trults ot the Yellow Washington strain. 

FIGURE 22.-Fruits ot the Golden Buckeye strain of the Washington Navel orange produced by
progeny tree 7-33, as listed In Table 13, which was propagated trom a similar 11mb variation. 
Riverside, Calif., lanuary, 19Z1 

It will be seen in Table 13 that while the progeny i;rees of the 
Golden Buckeye strain produced maiflly fruits of this strain, during 
the latter part of the performance-record period they have also borne 
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a few Washington and Thomson strain fruits, together with Golden 
Buckeye oranges having typical Washington sections in the same 
fruits. The progeny trees of the Thomson and Wa'Sh.ington strains 
have produced only fruits typical of these strains during the perform
ance-record period. 

These performance records indicate a condition of inherent in
stability in the trees of the Golden Buckeye strain. The'yield data 
also indicate the relative productiveness of comparable trees of the 
strain, as shown through their performance records, which are cor
roborated by commercial orchard experience, the trees of the Golden 
Buckeye strain producing the least and those of the Washington 
strain the most fruit. The market value of the fruits of these strains 
is greatest for those of the WashinO'ton strain, with the Thomson 
fruits somewhat less valuable, and those of the Golden Buckeye of 
little or no value from the economic standpoint. 

The rerformance records shown in Table 13 and additional observa
tions 0 the foliage characters of the trees show that the charactelistics 

FIGURE 23.-Frults of the Oolden Nugget stmin of the Washington Navel omnge produced by 
progeny tree ~38, listed in Table H, which was propagated from a similar limb variation. 
Riverside, Calif., January, 1925 

of the limb variations as well as the normal have been perpetuated 
through bud 1?ropagation. They also indicate the origin of the Golden 
Buckeye stram from limb variations in Thomson strain trees. 

GOLDEN NUGGET STRAIN 

In these studies a few Washington and many Thomson strain 
trees which bear individual oranges of the Golden Nugget strain have 
been found, and occasional limbs in such trees which have typical 
leaves and fruits of the same strain have been discovered. In the 
early days of the development of the Washington Navel orange 
industry in the Southwest Golden Nugget limb variations were prop
agated commercially to a limited extent, but the resulting trees 
have largely been top-worked during recent years with buds obtained 
from W ashing~on strain trees. 

Trees of the Golden Nugget strain have a characteristic appearance, 
the branches having a peculiar drooping habit of growth and the 
rather dense foliage being of a light olive-green color. They grow 
less vigorously than trees of the Washington or Thomson strain, so 
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that under comparable condition!! the Golden Nugget trees appear to 
be somewhat dwarfed. . 

The fruits of the Golden Nugget strain are usually of medium to 
large size and elliptical or pyriform in shape. They are light yellow 
in color, ho;ve few oil cells, and the texture of the rind is exceptionally 
smooth. The rag is coarse and tou~h, as in the Thomson oranges, 
and the juice is abundant and of a dlstinctive flavor. The fruits are 
seedless and have very small or rudimentary navels as a rule, with 
navel openings that are oftentimes nearly or entirely closed. Figure 
23 shows typical fruits of this strain. 

The performance records of trees of the Golden Nugget strain 
which were propagated from typical variations in otherwise normal 
Thomson trees are shown in Table 14, together with the records of 
Thomson trees which were propagated from normal bril.nches of the 
same parent trees and the record of a Golden Nugget pr0lteny tree 
which was propagated from a Golden Nugget tree found in a Thomson 
orchard. 

TABu,) H.-Records of annual production of progeny trees from limb and tree 
variations of the Golden Nugget strain of the Washington Navel orange compared 
with recorda of trees propagated from normal limb8 of two of the /lame parent 
tree8 

[The Ilrst rour prqgeny tl1l!lS listed below were planted in 1uly, 1017, and the otheJ:s In M~r, 1019) 

I 	 S~urt'e or huds FruIts produced by progeny t_ 

-
Progeny ~ 	 I Number 

tree 	 t 
No. 	 !... Limb Character ~ C1: t;i~ 	 .11l ; ; '3'" 	 ~ ... iI co ~ § 0! 	 ::: '" ,.,'" ... ... ... ,...'" ... Eo<'"'-- i - •. "., .. r . 1-~ - - - - 1-- - 

9-37_____ 
____ } t"lden NU~ limb} m66 147 

"
92 217 61 723D-alL 99 . variation in homson Golden Nugget 45 

24 44 	 lMI2 !22 160 34 697tree.
9-39_____ 99 Normal Thomson lImh ThoillSOn ______ 9 38 47 2'Il 103 153 231 109 917 

In same tree as above. 
IHL___ 101 Golden Nugget tree _____ Golden Nugget_ 22 14 36 279 168 'JJ1l 3111 160 1,2M 
31-13____ variation in'l'homson ____do__________ \ --- 0 5 65 169 112 137 49 535
31-14____ }200 r- N_ ""'0 , 0 4 	 30 168 133 175 81 681tree. --
31-31. ___ Second GoJden Nugget 
31-32____ }200 	 11mb in same tree as ____do__________ {--- 1 3 50 123 7~ 239 30 522 

above. --  0 7 55 15\1 ti ~ 
31-25____ 2 12 	 68 168 121 215 203 789
31-26____ ~I··}200 r ormal Thomson 11mb ITh {--- 3 13 34 149 153 812 145 8011' in same tree as abOve. omson______: :::31-27____ 8 24 	 151 193 208 342 65 991 

The progeny tree!! of the Golden ~ugget Umb variatioQs have 
produced typical Golden Nugget fruits throughout the penorrnance
record period, and the Thomson trees propagated f:rom tpe s~me 
parent trees have consistently borne typical Thomson fruits. The 
Golden Nugget trees have not produced as much fruit as the compar
able Thomson trees, but the progeny tree of the productive Golden 
Nugget parent tree has borne more oranges than the three other 
comparable progeny trees which were planted at the same time. 

On account of their light color and the abundance of r~ in the 
fruits, the Golden Nugget strain is not a desirable one for commercial 
propagation in the established citrus districts of the Southwest, and 
the presence of occasional trees of this strain in existing navel-orange 
orchards reduces the value of the crops produced by those orchards. 
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However, the striking characteristics of the fruits and foliage of this 
strain make it an important one in the study of the origin and 
development of strains from bud variations. . 

DUAL STRAIN 

The foliage characteristics of the Dual strain trees are so similar to 
those of the Washington strain trees that it has not been possible to 
distin(Tuish them so far as these studies have gone. The habits of 
growth of the trees and the size, shape, and color of the leaves and 
the blossoms of the Dual strain trees are almost if not entirely 
identical with those of the trees of the Washington strain. 

The fruits borne by the Dual strain trees present a peculiar appear
ance in that the rinds of some of the oranges are smooth and thin 

FIGURE 24.-Fruits of the Dual strain 01 the Washington Navel orange produced hy the limb 
variation from which the trees listed in Table 15 were propagated. Corona, Calil., January, 
1923 

at the blossom ends and rougher and thicker at the stem ends, whereas 
in others this arrangement is reversed. On other fruits a smooth 
area forms a band arolmd the middle zone of the oranges, the remain
der of the surface being rougher, while in still other instances smooth 
areas occur as irregular patches at various points on the surface, 
often near the stem end of the fruits. In some instances the rinds 
are entirely smooth; in others they are wholly rough. The smooth 
areas resemble the rinds of the Thomson fruits, whereas the rougher 
areas have the appearance of Washington fruits. This condition has 
led to the belief that the Dual strain oranges may be a type of 
periclinal chimera. Fruits of this strain are shown in Figure 24. 

Dual strain limb variations in a Washington strain tree were found 
by the senior writer in the spring of 1910 in a 7 -year-old Washington 
Navel orchard near Corona, Calif., while the remaining branches bore 
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larg. ely Washin.·gton strain fruits together with a few typical Thomso~ 
strain· oranges. The Dual strain limb variat~ons have borne frui~ 
.of this strain and those typical of the Washington and Thomson. 
strains each year since they have been under observation, but there 
has peen no segrega~on of these fruits on the different branches ot 
the limbs so far as observed. 

The performance records of three progeny trees of th~ Dual limb
variation and the comparative ree-ords.of two progeny trees of the
Wt¥!hington strain are shown in Table 15. . 

TABLE 15.-Records oj annual production of progeny trees propagated from limb
variations of the Dual strain found in a Washington Navel orange tree compared: 
with records of trees propagated f)'om a normal Washington Navel tree . 

Fruits produced by progeny trees 

Progeny NumberSource of buds tree No. 
~ 


Character ~
i\i ~~ ; :!: :~i §! ; ~ ,,.. S1 § E-o,.. ~ ,.. ... 
,

6 11 14 Z1 1 .3 46 . i; liS: 
IH5_____ 0 26 32 lIO 31 223 40 577Dusl limb variations in Wash- Thomson___ 0 0 21} 22 2 ~g. 14 88;ingtonNavel tree No. 75. '·3 

. Totsl ___ ~ 6 37 75 159 34 136 283 48 778: 
- = 

3 14 18 62 0 60 M 14 255 
9-16_____ _____do_.________________________ 2 6 14 26 II 58 216 37 359'r'!s4liiigtOii:Thomson___ 6 3 0 22 0 11 17 0 sg, 

- - - I---Totsl___ II 23 32 110 0 129 317 51 673 

1 5 23 lI9 12. 25 81 . 16 288 
_____do__________________________ jl?:kiiigtiiu: .1, S 11 14 8 26 82' 17 164

9-17_____ Thomson___ .0 0 0 0 1 8 11 ,2< 22---:,;- ;-. Totsl___ 2 10 34 133 21 59 ISO all '. 474 
9-2L____~NOrmsl Washington Navel tree }lVashlngton.. {~ M lI6 457 169 324 653 190: '1,9759-22_____ 

No. 78. 76 141 490 207 381 531' 1911 2,059 

.' : 

The progeny tre.es of the Dual strain liave produced total yields of 
778, 673, and 474 oranges, respectiv~Iy, whereas the ·oomparable 
Washington strain trees have bome~total crops of 1,975 'and 2,059 
oranges for the 8-year performance-record period, indicating that the 
Dual strain trees are much less productive than those of the Wash
ington strain. . 

The fruits borne by the Dual strain progeny trees have been 
classified as Dual, Washino'ton, and Thomson strain oranges, and 
the proportion of crop of these strains has varied in the individual 
trees. These data indicate that the variable or unstable condition 
of the parent-limb variation has been transmitted to the progeny 
trees in varying degrees, possibly as a result of the particular character 
of the bud used in the propagation of 'each tree. From the com
mercial point of view the comparatively low yields and the variable 
nature of the crops produced by the Dual strain trees render them 
undesirable for propagation under existing orchard conditions, and 
their accidental propagation through lack of careful bud selection is 
detrimental to profitable orange culture. 

http:ree-ords.of
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CORRUGATED STRAIN 

The trees of the Corrugated strain observed in these investigations 
:resemble closely those of the Thomson strain in quantity of produc
tion, habit of growth, and folia~e characteristics. 

The fruits are very different ill appearance from those of the other 
Washington Navel strains, being prominently rid~ed or corrugated, 
as indicated by the name of the strain. The rmd is of medium 
thickness and the color a deep orang~. The rag is tender and small 
in quantity, and the juice is ahundant and of fair quality. The 
fruits are seedless, and the navels ~re small to medium in size, as 
shown in Figure 25. 

Trees, limb variations, and individual fruits of the Corrugated 
:strain are of rather frequent occurrence in some navel-orange orchards 

FIGURE 25.-Frults of the Corrugated strain ofthe Washington Navel orange prodnced by prcgeny 
tree 29-43, listed in 'l'able 16, which was propagated from a simlJar limb variation. Riverside, 
Calif., April, 1927 

of the Southwest. B"ecause the peculiar and prominent markings of 
the fruits make them easily identified, the stram has been an interest
ing one in the study of the origin and development of strains from 
bud variations. 

The performance records of progeny trees from Corrugated limb 
variations in two Thomson trees with those of progeny trees which 
were propagated from normal branches of the same parent trees are 
shown in Table 16. 

The parent Corrugated limb variations produced both Corrugated 
and normal Thomson fruits in both parent trees. This characteristic 
has been perpetuated in all of the progeny trees, but one of the 
progeny trees of the Corrugated stram has produced a much larger 
l>roportion of Corrugated fruits in its crops than the other one. 
This condition indicates that the two buds used for the propagation 
of these two trees varied in their inherent tendencies with respect to 
the corrugated character of the fruits. The second set of two progeny 
trees of the Corrugated strain which were propagated from another 
Thomson pareut tree and planted one year later than the first set have 
produced a larger proportion of normal Thomson fruits than the first 
set, indicating that the inherent tendency for the production of normal 
fruits by these trees is relatively stronger than in the case of the 
first set. 
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TABLE 16.~Records of annual production of priJgeny trees propagat€ld from lim~ 
variations of the Corrugated strain, in trees of the Thomson 8train, of the Wash
ingttG N allel orange compated with recordlt of tr~8 propagated from the lidl'1haZ: 
portion oj the 8am~ parent trees 

[Trees Nos. 7-29 and 7-35 wero planted In 1917, treeS 2lH2'aiid 2943 were ptlinted mIllIS, and nees :ii-3t 
aoo 31-36 were pmnted In 1921] • 

Bourcie 0; bnds Fruits prodlicied I)y progeny treeS 
~ 

NumberJ J ... 
Llinb CharaCter1l~ ; C1i ~ ; 2ll ....~~ ~ ~ ~ ~I ! ::! :;!\'" ~ '" .... . ~ ~ Eo< - - - - - - f---':---

Corrugated 11mb {corrugated______ 1 11 83 133 l38 24 76 0 37'
7-29_____ 16 varlatlonlnThom· Thomson________ -=~~~~2~~~

{ son tree ' _. '22( 'J: ' .. Tot"'______ 3 25 DO 1 76 ,'to 117 19 ......': .. _- -1= 
lCorrugated------ 1 21 117 345 1230 1M :100 39 '1,167

7-30_____ 16 _____do~________"_.___• Tliomson________ 0 0 2 61 5. 0 " 6 ' 9 7T ~ -I-----.-.~'""'-'-f___ 

TotaL_____ 1 21·m 406 1235 ".48 1,244

7-35_____ 16 Normal Thomson Nomllil Thomson 18 76 73 347 :iii 1, 403 

{ 

limp. , , =1===:. '.. ,." ' " 
co"rrUgated JJmtJ {C~______ ---- 1 1 9 2 .4 ;!! ~~. 4a 

"" ... 2" vo-I-tlonln Tho·...- Tliliii'iSOn________ ---. 3 17 25, 1,,7 .7,2,', 125. _, ~" '. m 
'"---~~ - ---~~-.-.-,~~• TotaL____ ____ 4. 18 34 . 10' .!6 149· _'U JK2 

ifC6i'tug8ted______ ____ 8 7 !~ ZJ .45 Q2 III 23s
29-43.0__ 2t4 _____do__________•___ JThomson________ ____ 6 4. Iii 16 31 133 85 284-' .. ,1 TotoL________ • all", Z1 ,.' 39' 76' 225 136:. 522 

~1:fa::::} 2t4 FMn~~1 ThOmson }Thomson________ {::: :::: ::::: ::::: ~ ~. ~' 111M: 
I Includes ODe fruit that was part Corrugated and part normal. 

The Corrugated strain fruits are almost wholly worthless' for com
mercial purposes, and the unintentional propagation of trees of it 
has been the cause of less.to the WaShington Navel growers in th~ 
Southwest in the past. Not a single tree oftms strain has been fOuild 
in the large number of orchards studied which have, been prop~ated 
from carefully selected parent trees during recent years. This ~x... 
perience furnishes additIOnal proof of the jmportance of the 11SQ of 
systematic bud-selection practices in order to avoid the unintentional 
propagation of undesirable strains. . 

RIBBED STRAIN 

The name Ribbed was applied to this' strain of the WaShington 
Navel orange on account of the peculiarly ribbed or deeply creased 
a.ppearance of the fruits borne by t·he trees of thIs strain. Trees', 
limb variations, and individual fruits of this strain have been observed 
in nearly all of the Washington Nave} orchards studied in the South
west. 

The trees of the Ribbed strain have an appearance similar to those 
of the W tishington strain except that they usually have a somewhat 
more open, drooping, and finely branched habit of growth. The 
foliage of the Ribbed strain trees is normally less dense than that of 
the Washington strain trees, and the leaves, as a rule, are more sharply 
pointed. 
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The fruits or the Ribbed strain, as shown in Figure 26, are usually 
somewhat pyriform, with a tendency to flattened stem and blossom 
ends, and medium to small in size. The rind has a dull-orange color 
and is 01 medium thickness, has a strikingly ribbed ILppearance, and 
is normally of smooth texture. The rag is tender and small in quan
tity, and the juice is fairly abundant but of poor flavor. The fruits 
are seedless, and the navels and navel openings are usually small. 

The performance records of seven Ribbed progeny trees which were 
propagated from limb val'iations in lour otherwise normal trees of 
t hl' Thomson strrtin are shown in Table 17. The records of progeny 
tn'es which werl' pl"O]1agntcd from normal branches of two of the same 
pttrl'n t trees nrc rtlso included fOl' comparison, 

FI<;l'lu: 20.-Frllit$ of the Hillhe" ,tmill of lhe lVushill!(ton XU\'el orunge pl'llulleetlby progeny treo 
H--2i, listed in 'l'ablo 17, which WU:; propagate 1 from 1\ !limilnr limb vurinlion. llh'ersidc, Culif., 
January, IH:!3 

TAIlLI': 17. --Records oj (lnnlw/ !",oduclio/l oj ]ll'o(/eny trees propflgated from limb 
1'1In:{/tiOIl.~ of /hl' Nib/Jed .,ttl/in found ill trl'{'s oj the 'l'lwlltson ,'trll1:n oj the TVash
iltg/oll SUl'ci oran!!/, ('o/ltptlrcd with I'ecortl~ of trees pl'oj!a(Jated from normal 
lilllb,~ of tu'O oj the S(L/IlC parent trees 

[The first eight tree~ were plllnted ill July, 1917. and Ihe other three in ,,[uy, 1919J 

~oun'o of huds 	 Fruits prollucod by progeny trees 

~umber 

..,. ., t
01 gj"II I '" I 

M "" "" J, ,!. :g 
01 C1i 01 01 0 '" ;:; ;:; '" ;:; ;:; ;:; 

---- -- ""' 
115 1 27 2-17 7 474 
229 , 107 2U~ 31 762 
273 226 319 427 21H 1,702 
109 13(; 21i7 4,0 221 1,501 

9-1 120 118 253 {H 882 
liD 1;.1 189 :lS-1 80 1,234 

1 23:l 	 238 315 ·18-\ 381 1,0:n 
U5 -0,- 116 25:1 21H 0:12 
24 28 IX3 ·115 ~U 718 

IOIi 188 320 lJ!1 1,0081227120 210 218 408 134 1,121 

TIl(' Ol'angps produc('d hy thl' Ribbed progeny trl'es have been 
particlliarly uniforlll, llnd no llwrkod varintions have been found in 
any or til(' crops, which iuHiclltes II condition of inherent stability of 

'11519°-29--4 
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these limb variations as shown by the consistent perpetuation of their 
characteristics through bud propagation., ' . ' '. ' 

The quantity of fruit produced by the Ribbed progeny trees has 
been somewhat smaller than that, borne by the comparable Thomson 
progeny trees. From·these ahd other tests with top-workedtree$ it 
seems probable that the trees of the Ribbed strain are slightly less 
pr~ductive than those of t!Ie Thoms4;>U or Washington sprains!~d the 
frUIts are of no commerClal'value, on account ofthetr peculiarap
pearance and inferior quality; 

SEAMED STRAIN 

The name Seamed has been applied to this strain of the Washin~ton 
Navel orange from t~e peculiar longitudinal sunken lines in the ruids 

. ' 
FIGURE 27.-Frultsol the Seamed strain 01 the Washington Navel orange produced·by progeny tree 

7-26, listed in Table 18, which was propagated from. a. similar limb varJiltion. Riverside, Calif., 
January, 1928 

of the fruits somewhat resembling the' creases made by seams in 
cloth. . 

The habit of growth and foliage characteristics of the t.rees of the 
Seamed strain are similar to those of the Washington strain. 

The fruits of the Seamed strain, as shown in Figure 27, are often
times oblong, the texture of the. rind is rather rough, and the navels 
are usually of large size. The color of the fruits is light yellowish 
orange, the rinds are of medium thickness, the rag is coarse and some
what tough, and the juice is fairly abundant but of inferior quality. 

The performance record of two progeny trees propagated from a 
Seamed limb variation of a Washington tree and of .two comparable 
progeny trees which were propagated from a normal branch of the 
same parent tree are shown in Table 18. This Seamed ~b bore 
both Seamed and normal Wasbington fruits, but usually there were 
more Seamed than Washington-s:brain oranges. This inherent con
dition h~,s been perpetuated in thl8 two progeny trees, as is shown by 
the classification of the yearly production of the trees. The two 
progeny trees which were propagated from a normal limb of the same 
parent tree have produced· only normal Washington fruits. The 
average quantity of fruit produced by the trees of the Seamed strain 
has been somewhat less than that of the comparable trees of the 
Wasbington strain. 
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T_-\BLE lS.-Records oj annual production oj progeny trees propagated Jroma limb 
variation oj the Seamed strain oj the Washington Navel orange .compared with,., 
records oj trees propagated Jrom the normal 1>art oj thte same parent Was/ling.ton 
Navel tree . . 

(.All progeny troes were planted In luly, 1917] . 

Source of buds FruIts produced by progeny'trees 

Progeny 8 Number 
tree ~ 
No. 

; ; I!l ; ; gj..0 Limb Character ... 
Ie 

C'< ~ ScZ 

r
eo Q~ ~. ~.Po<'" . ... ~ ... ... r,.. 

--- - 1-- - - - - - -
eamed 40 96 III 192 100 89 367 71 1,066 

(Seamed limb variation in Washingtou 170 497-25 ____ ,.--- 5 38 0 12 152 52 47812 t Washington troo. 
TotaL 45 134 111 362 112 241 419 120 1,544 

f.== 
85 47 166 116 105 282 76 907~\lOOmed----- 30 

j:..2G_____ _____do_____________________ Washington 5 67 0 186 6 142. 57 75 53812 ---~ TotaL 35 152 47 352 122 247 330 151 1,445 

-,--"7----- } {Normal Washington limb }Washington e~ 98 27 316 630 163 2,0287-23_____ 12 5321240 1in same paren t troo. 91 78 355 131 154 416 143 1,369 

The rough and uneven texture of the fruits of the Seamed strain, as 
wel'! as their pale color, oblong shape, and tendency to large and 

FIGURE 28.-Fruits of the Fluted strain of the Washington Navel orange bome on progeny troe 9-4, 
listed in Table 19, which was propagated from II similar limb variation. Riverside, Calif.,
Jll!luary,1923 

protruding navels, render these fruits less valuable for commercial 
purposes than those of the Washington strain. 

FLUTED STRAIN 

The name Fluted was given this strain on account of the resem
blance of the surface of the fruits to that of fluted columns having 
regtllar and wave-like longitudinal depressions. . 

The trees resemble very closely those of the Thomson strain, 
except that th.3ir leaves Ilre usually slightly pointed. 

The fruits are pyriform, as is shown in F~ure 28, medium to small 
in size, and yellowish orange in color; the nnds have a rather rough 
texture and are of medium thickness. The rag is small in quantity 
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and tender, the juice is fairly abundant but of rather poor quality, and 
th\l fruits are seedless~ The navels are of small size, oftentimes 
rudimentary, and the navel openings are small or entirely closed. 

The performance records of the progeny trees from two Fluted 
limb variations of Thomson and of two typical Thomson trees are 
shown in Table 19. The:first two Fluted progeny trees were prop
agated from a limb variation bearing Fluted strain oranges ex
clusively, whereas the second two Fluted trees were proJ,>aga.ted 
from a limb that bore several normal 'rhomson fruits in addition to 
those of the Fluted strain. The two progeny trees of the Thomson 
strain were propagated from a normal limb on the same parent tree 
from which the second two Fluted trees were propagated. 
TABLE 19.-Reco.rd8 of annual production of progeny tree8 propagated from limb 

variations of the Fluted 8train of the Washington Navel" orange compared witll 
record3 of tree8 propagated from a normal Thomson limb.of one of the same parent 
trees . 

(Theso progony trees were planted in July, 19171 

Source of buds Fruits produced by progeny treesI 
Progenytree ! I Number _ 


No. "0 
 Limb Characterf~Z ~ ·3 
i~ 1i! ~ tei ;I~; ; ; ~ 

1Ml______ }63 rluted 11mb variation In '} 9-4..____ Thomson tree (nIl frult.~ , Fluted______ 1~ 364 633 189 1,766
{ 1~ 100 361 222 1,041Fluted). • 

I 

1~~ 
24 621 34 14 33 74 429r"" "m' """"00 m1....""------ .l:~&-;13_____ 50 Thomson tree (bears Thomson____ 6 24 7 75 18 13 284 

both Fluted and Thom- 
son fruits). TotaL 24 861 41 89 51 87 238 97 7131 

= === 
IUted 47 1811 1281 405 21~ 2,034. r8-34..___ 50 _____do________________ Thomson___ 3 2, 11 16 ~ 14 36 106 

'--~ .M'---
TotaL_ 50 ~iliiir4si 219 328 516 224 2, 146 

= 
8-37-----'}50 Normnl Thomson limb in }Thomson {~ 136~ 191 208 i: 341 231 1,3938-38____/ same pareet tree. ---- 28[ 55 In 45 308 182 913 

The :first two Fluted trees have borne only Fluted fruits during 
the period of these performance records. The second lot of Fluted 
progeny trees have produced mainly Fluted fruits,· but have also 
borne some normal Thomson oranges, as did the parent-limb 'varia
tion. The progeny trees of the Thomson strain have produced only 
Thomson fruits thus far. 

The performance records show that the characteristics of the 
parent Fluted limb variations have been perpetuated through bud 
propagation. The production of some of the progeny trees. of the 
Fluted strain has been greater than that of the Thomson progeny 
trees, indicating that the trees of this strain are inherently proo.uc
tive. The rough texture of the rinds, their peculiar fluted appear
ance, and the inferior quality of the juice makes them less desirable 
for commercial culture than trees of the Washington or Thomson 
strains in the established citrus districts of the Southwest. 

FLATTENED STRAIN 

The nRIne Flattened has been given to a strain of the Washington 
Navel orange on account of the characteristic oblate or flattened 
shape of the fruits borne by the trees of this strain. This strain 
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has becn found occurring as limb variations and as individual fruits 
in trees of both the Washington and Thomson strains and as entire 
trOI.'S in orchards of these two strains. 

The trees of the Flattened strain are similar in habit of growth and 
foliage characteristics to those of the parent trees from which the 
strain originates. 

The fruits, as is shown in Figure 29, are distinctly flattened at 
both the stem and blossom ends. They are of medium size, and 
the rind is similar in color, thickness, and texture to those charac
teristics of the parent strain. The rag is tender and of medium 
quttlity, and th£' juice is abundant and of good quality. The fruits 

FweUE 21l.-FI uits of tho Flattened strnin of the Washington Nn"el ornnga produced by progeny 

tree 8-2S, list('(1 in Table ~'O, which was propagated from a similar limb variation. Riverside, 

Calif., January, 11l"..s 
 .. 

IP'e sl.'edless and have navels and navel openings of medium to small 
SIZI.'. 

Th£' performancl.' reeords of two progeny trees which were prop
Ilgl1ted from It FIattl.'nN\ strain limb vllriation in a Thomson strain 
tree Imel compnmblc records of two progeny trees of the Thomson 
strain nre shown in Table 20. 

T.\DLE 20.-R('cord.~ of amwal production of progrny trrcs lJropagated from a limb 
I'ariation of lhe P/alic//,cd strain found in a Iree of Ihe 'l'homson strain of the 
IVasitillg/on XClI'cl orcznge compared with records of trecs 1JTOpagatcd from a 
normal 'l'homson limb of a /tcar-by trce 

[All prog~ny tr!'!'s wcr~ planted in July, 1917] 

f 
Sour!'!' of hlHI5 Fruit.~ produced hy progeny trees 1__ 

lQ 
prr;~ny I.r.: N'urnber1 

N. !rl __L,m~ .: Ch~=-Iu Ii1;\; ; ; ; t! 
, '{Flottened... 9 51! I~' 12511~~ ! 1:19 174 280 927 

S-"" : 43 tFht~ene.1 Iimh "orintion Thomson... 2 42 34 92~' 35\178 0 419 
••••-.. :\ lD rhomson trec. --- -- -_. -- ----I I Total. II 98 t 57 217: 157 Ji.I 1352 280 1,346 

i ==,=.=====",==;'===1==;== 
Flattened... 8 48 I II I 96!' 1,0 ,18t 1l<3 323 11,020 

, ' Thomson.. 4 23' 19 i 00 21 I 11 197 0 335 
5-28••••• , 43 ,.._••dO ••• __....._______...,{ Tot~L'I' 12 71:-;0: 156 i 191 : 192 1380 32311.355 

8-37_ "\50 '(.:\ormallimh in Thomson '}Th mso f33 l:i6Mlulf'20SI1oo3.il123l! 1,3938-3S.::." r 1 lrcc ___ ........__ •••.•. n"'11I5: 21l 177, 451103 i 308 182, 913 
-,- 0 55 
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. The fruits borne by the progeny trees of the Flattened strain have 
been. classified as tYPical Flattened strain fruits, and those which more 
nearly resemble Thomson oranges. Most of the fruits produced by 
the Flattened strain trees have had the characteristic shape of the 
fruits of this strain, while a part of the production has been similar to 
that of Thomson trees. This condition has varied somewhat from 
year to year, indicating that the proportion of markedly flattened fruits 
ill the crops is influenced to some extent by growth conditions. 

The frwts produced by the progeny trees of the Thomson strain have 
all been normal or typlcal of this strain. The yields of these trees 
have been about the same as those of the Flattened strain. 

These progeny tests indica.te that the tendency for the develop
ment of the flattened shape of fruit characteristic of the parent-limb 
variation has been perpetuated through bud propagation. The 
flattened shape of the fruits is a disadvantage in handliiig and pack
ing operations. It is difficult under existing conditions to size them 

FIGURE 3O.-Fruits of the Pear·Sha~ strain of the Washington Navel orange pl'Oduced by progeny 
tree \HI(\, listed In Table 21, Which WIIS propagated from a similar limb variation. Riverside, 
Calif., January, 1928 

accurately, and they can not be packed in the customary manner so 
as to make an attractive package. For these reasons the fruits of this 
strain are not considered as desirable commercially as those of the 
Thomson and Washington strains. 

PEAR-BHAPE STBAIN 

The Pear-ShsfJe strain was so named on account of the pearlike 
shape of the fruits produced by the trees of this strain. It has been 
found rather frequently as individual-fruit, limb, and entire-tree varia
tions d the Washington, Thomson, and other strains of the Washing
ton Navel orange in orchards where these investigations have been 
conducted. 

The trees of the Pear-Shape strain have a somewhat upright habit 
of growth and rather sparse foliage. The leaves tend to be sharply 
pointed and are usually smaller than those of the Washington or 
Thomson trees. 

The fruits, as is shown in Figure 30, are distinctly pyriform, and 
they oftentimes have a collarlike development at the stem ends. They 

http:indica.te
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are medium to ~all in size, and the rind is usually rather rough, of 
medium thickness, and. yellowish orange in color. The rag is fairly 
abundant and frequently coarse in texture, the juice is medium to 
small in quantity and of inferior quality. The fruits -are seedless, 
the navels are of small size, sometimes rudiment~, and the navel 
openings are very small, frequently entirely closed .. The fruits are 
of inferior commercial value on account of their small size, abnormal 
shape, and poor quality. This shape is also a characteristic of the 
fruits of some other strains of the Washington Navelvariety. 

Table 21 shows the performance records of two progeny trees which 
were propagated from a Pear-Shape limb variation in a Washington 
tree and six progeny trees of Pear-Shape limb variations in three 
Thomson trees, together with those of two progeny trees from a normal 
limb in a Thomson tree. 

TABLE 21.-Records of annual production of progeny trees propagated from limb 
. variations of the Pear-Shape st1'ain found in trees of the Washington and Thomson 

strains of the Washington Navel orange, compared with records of trees propagated 
frolll a 110rmal limb in one of the same parent trees 

[All progeny trees were planted In 1917) 

Source or buds FruIts produced by progeny trees 

Progeny ~ Number 
tree 
No. 

I=~ ~ ~ ; ; ; §! i 
0 

Limb Character ... 
«I ; ell ~ 

~ ... ... ... ... ... Eo<-I~ -
81 

- - - - - - -
0 68 218 69 208 25 8 616IPear-Shape Ilmb varln- rear-Shape..

9-11..___ Washington_ 8 ~ 2 17 13 0 367 116 M8671 tlon In Washington Nav-

I 
-el tree.1 TotaL 8 45 70 235 82 20!! ·392 124 I, 164 

====c.:= 
2 7 42 168 51 215 ,40 26 551rear-ShOpe.9-12_____ 67 _____do____________________ IVashlngton 3 13 'l2 69 25 o 444 127 723 
- ---------1--,--

TotaL 5 20 2151 484 153 1,274~ 23ii" 76 
{ Penr-Shape_ 3 19 48 4 102
Thomson ___ m 288~ ~ 8-3___.___ 24 {Penr-Shape limb varia- 1 2 69 27 19 o 14 lOS 240 

tlon in Thont.'lOn tree. 
TotaL 4 21 117 3;1. 121 m 302 206 1,095 

2 9 221 414 29 '770rear-Shape..Thomson___8-4______ , 24 ___ ..do______________.'_____ 0 3 0 25 56 3487~,.--iolTotaL 12 251 : 221 439 85 1,118 

{Pe<lr-Shape._ 26 10 177 261 1~ 1,01815\ 17811688-25_____ 42 _____do____________________ Thomson___ 0 0 9 24 20 0 0 53 
- r--

TotaL 2610"24(-202, 188 177 261 183 1,071 
= 

{ Pear-Shape.. 5 5 29 2161 258 315 464 275 1,567 
8-26.____ 42 _____do ____________________ Thomson ___ 1 0 0 (J 0 13615 88~ 

TotaL 6 5 44 304, 290 315 464 275 1.703 
=== 

{penr-Shape__ 40 245 ----~-1,72592 Ms20ifm 40S 116 
9-35_____ 95 {penr-Shape variation In Thomson___ 0 5 5 15 4 41 66 136 

. Thomson tree. ----
4~ 250 ---;Sl 216 279 182TotaL 97 449 1,861. 
~== 

Pear-Shape.. 45 ll~ 62 
9-36_____ 95 _____do ___ . ________________ Thomson___ ~__0_0 7 10 15 79 III 

TotaL_ 45 112 62~ " 1 ~oL3!... 
8-37____ .:} 50 {NOnnallimb In Thomson }Thomson___ {33 136 63 19i\ 190 Mtfffi\I,3932088-38.._••; tree. I 15 28 55 177 45 103 308 182 913 

The average total production or 8 Pear-Shape trees was 1,319 trults. 
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The fruits of the Pear-Shape progeny trees have, been classified as 
those typically Pear-Shape and those resembling the normal Wash
ington or Thomson strain fruits. All of these trees have borne both. 
classes of fruit, the proportion varying with the progeny and from 
year to year. The progeny trees of the Thomson strain have ptoduced 
only fruits normal for this strain. 

These records show that the habit of the parent-limb variation to 
produce Pear-Shape fruits has been perpetuated by bud propagation. 
The foliage as well as the fruit cliaracteristics of the parent-limb 
variation have been shown to be heritable characters in these tests. 

The Pear-Shape trees have been fully as productive as the Thomson 
trees, but on account of the less desirable character of the fruits, th~ 
Pear-Shape strain is not a valuable one for commercial propagation. 

FIGURE 31.-Fruits o( the Elliptical strain or the Washington Navel orange produced by,Progeny 
tree !!-30, listed in Tobie 22, which wos propagoted Crom 0 similar limb variation. Riverside,
Calif., Januory, 1928 

ELLIPTICAL STRAIN 

The Elliptical ...train of the Washin~ton Navel Orange has been so 
named on account of the characteristIC shape of the fruits produced 
by the trees of this strain. 

The trees of the Elliptical strain are similar to those of the Thom
son strain. 

The fruits, shown in Figure 31, differ from Thomson strain fruits 
mainly in shape, having an oblong longitudinal midsection with 
tapering stem and blossom ends. The rind, rag, and juice character
istics of the Elliptical strain fruits in these studies have been very 
much like those of Thomson oranges. 

Theperformance records of four progeny trees which were propagated 
from Elliptical strain limbs in Thomson strain parent trees, together 
with those of two comparable progeny trees of the Thomson strain, 
are presented in Table 22. 
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TABLE 22.-Record8 of annual production oLprogeny trees propagated from limb 
variations of the Elliptical 8train of the Washington Navel orange compared 
with record8 0/ tree8 propagated from a normal Thom8on limb 

[These progeny trIl4)S were planted In Iuly, 1017] 

Source oC buds Fruits produced by progeny trees 

Number 

IreeNo • 


.. 6 Limb Character 


Progeny! 

fijZ ; ~ ~ e;: ; ; ; 2!i 
S 


g ~ 0a.~ .... ~ ~ ... ... Eo< --- - -- - - 1- 
0 0 4 55 4 159 340 29 691fIllPtlCaL-Pear·Shape. 0 0 0 20 1 0 5 0 268-1 ______ {EIIIPtlcnl 11mb variation Thomson___:!3 0 0 0 18 4 0 0 47 69in Thomsou tree. 

TotaL 0 0 4 93 fI 159 345 76 686 
1== 

fIllPtlcaL-- 0 0 ~ 131 68 172 359 30 764 
0 22 15 0 6 1 44 _____do____________________ ~t~~~:~~: g g 8-2______ 23 2 61 28 2 0 50 143 

6 214 111 1i4 365 81 951Total_ 0 0! I = 
51 230 2Zl 197 402 87 1,364{ElliPtical 11mb variation jEIIIPtiCaL__ 27 148 

8-20______I45 in Thomson tree which Pear-Shape_ 0 8 5 0 0 13 0 0 26 
also hIlS a Pear-Shape Thomson_ -- 3 0 13 0 0 0 0 39 55 

I 
I - 11mb. Tolal_ 30 156 69 • 230 222 210 402 126 1,445 

173 III 321 245 270 512 130 1,750rIllPtlcaL-- 28 7 10 0 0 5 0 0 258-30____ .1 45 _____do____________________ ~:~~:~: ~ 0 7 0 0 0 0 42 53 

! 
j TotaL 35 II!() 98 321 245 275 512 172 1,838

F= 1== 
rOrmalllmb In Thomson I{ { I36 341 231 1,3938-37-----I}50 tree containing two limh Thomson___ ~ 128&-38_____! 

~ I mrml~ 190 
55 177 45 103 308 182 913varlatloIW. 

I The avcroge total crop oC4 Elliptlcnl stmin trees WIIS 1,230 Cruits. 

The crops of the Elliptical strain trees have been classified a{lcord
ing to the shape of the fruits. While these trees have borne largelY 
Elliptical fruits, they have also produced a few oranges that have been 
classed as of the Pear-Shape strain and others of the normal Thomson 
strain. One of the parent trees in addition to the Elliptical limb 
variation also had a Pear-Shape limb sport, while the other parent 
tree has developed an occasional Penr-Shape fruit on the Elliptical 
limb variation_ 

These records show that the elliptical shape of fruits of the parent 
limb variations has been translllitted to progeny trees, and they 
constitute additional evidence that fruit shape is a characteristic of 
limb variations which can be perpetuated through bud propagation. 
The Elliptical strain progeny trees have been as productive as those 
of the Thomson strain, but by reason of their unusual shape the fruits 
of this strain are less desirable commercially than those of the Thom
son strain. 

SHEEPNOSE STRAIN 

The name Sheepnose has been adopted for a strain of the Wash
ington Navel orange on account of tho similarity in the shape of its 
fruits to those of the so-called Sheepnose apples. 
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The trees of this strain are more finely branched and the leaves 
are smaller, narrower, and more sharply pointed than is the case with 
Washington trees. They are prolific bearers and tend to produce I!. 

larger number of oranges than the normal trees of the parent strain 
under comparative cultural conditions. However, the weight of the 
fruits produced by Sheepnose tree<.; is usually less than tliat of the 
crops produced by comparable n()rmaI~stra.in trees, on account of 
thelr small size. 

The fruits of the Sheepnose strain, shown in Figure 32, are of 
very small size, yellowish orange color, ovate in shape, with pemiliar 
and characteristlCprotrusions of the distal ends, due to the develop
ment of abnormally large inclosed navels at the tips of the fruits. 
The texture of the rind is coarse, and many of the fruits are wrinkled 
or ridged, especially at the stem end. The rinds are thick, the rag 
abundant and coarse, and the juice is small in quantity and of poor 
flavor. On account of the peculiar shape of the fruits, their very small 

FIaURE 32.-Fruits of the Sheepnose strain of the Woshlngton Navel orange produced by progeny 
tree 9-30, listed in Table 23, which was propagated from a similar limb variation. Riverside,
Calif., January, 1925 

size, coarse texture of the rinds, and inferior quality of the juice, the 
Sheepnose strain is a very undesirable one for commercial cultivation. 

The performance records of two progeny trees of the Sheepnosa 
strain which were propagated from a limb variation in a Thomson 
tree and those of two ~omparable progeny trees of the Thomson strain 
which were pro_pagated from a normal limb of the same parent tree 
are shown in Table 23. These records show that all the oranges 
produced by the Sheepnose strain progeny trees have been typical 
Sheepnose fruits, whereas those borne by the Thomson strain progeny 
trees have all been normal Thomson oranges. The small size of the 
fruits produced by the trees of the Sheepnose strain is shown by the 
fact that during the last three years they averaged only 3.01 ounces 
each in weight, whereas those borne by the normal Thomson trees 
averaged 5.35 ounces. The shape, color, texture of rind, quality of 
juice, lUld other characteristics of the fruit produced by the parent
limb variation have also been trlUlsmitted to the progeny trees. This 

http:n()rmaI~stra.in
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is a strikin~ illustration of the origin of strains through .the propaga
tion of limo variations. .. 

TABLE 23.-Records of annual production of progeny trees propagated from a limb 
variation of the Sheepnose strain found in a tree oj the Thomson strain oj the 
Washington Navel orange, compared with records oj trees propagated from a 
"normal Hmb of the same parent tree 

[All theso prollony trees WOC'l! planted in 1917 except 9-32 which W!\S replanted in 1919.) 
~-.........- ..-.--" 

Source of buds Fruits produced by progeny trees 

Progeny ~ Number 
tree 
No. e; 

Limb Character~Z - c:!l ~ ~; ~ 
3~ ~ 0 .... ~i ~I;.... ~ ~ ~ ... -- '" - - - - - - -

9-29_____ }SI (Sheep,nose limb vnrlntlon }Sheepnose __ m157 259 214 lill 260 543 353 1,950
9-30_____ , In rhomson tree. 251 451 285 400 700 1,166 633 3,976
9-31.____ 103 175 129 2:16 426 219 1,380 
9-32_~___ Narmnl Thomson IImb ____ Nortnnl _____ SI}S4 e~ 4Y 26 00 65 149 343 172 904 

ROLLED·LEAF STRAIN 

The Rolled-Leaf strain of the Washington Navel orange was so 
named because the leaves develop in a characteristically rolled manner 
instead of being flat or nearly flat like normal leaves. 

This strain was first seen in an orchard in which there were several 
entire trees of this character and other trees containing similar 1810ge 
and small limbs. The owner was rather concerned about these trees 
because they appeared to be in a wilted condition, though ample 
irrigation water had been used. The leaves were peculiarly rolled 
upward about the midribs, so that the upper sides of the leaves were 
largely concealed, and the area exposed to view was almost entirely 
that of the under surface. 

In the spring of 1921, in order to determine whether the roUed
leaf condition was due to environmental influences or to inherent 
causes, buds were obtained from some of the limbs having rolled 
leaves in otherwise apparently normal trees and were inserted in 
sour-orange seedlings in a citrus nursery at Altadena, Calif. Of 
about 100 nursery trees resulting from these propagations, all produced 
typically rolled leaves similar to the parent limbs. These nursery 
trees were transplanted in 1923 to several experimental progeny 
plantings, inChlding two trees at Riverside in progeny orchards of 
the Citrus Experiment Station of the University of California. The 
Rolled-Leaf progeny trees have continued to produce typically rolled 
leaves, as is shown in Figure 33, and their condition has shown that 
this character is an inherent one. 

Some of the trees in the parent orchard were found to bear fruits 
typical of the Washington strain, whereas others produced Thomson 
strain oranges. The progeny trees have jm:t begun to bear, and those 
that have been observed have produced typical Washington Navel 
fruits. 

This progeny test is of particular interest in showIng that striking 
and peculiar leaf characteristics occurring as limb variations have 
been transmitted through bud propagation. 
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TAlJLE 24.-Records of annual production of progeny trees propagat~d from limb 
variations of various forms com~ared with records: of trees propagated from the 
1101'mal Thom8on. portion %neo/ the same parent. trees 

{Nearly every Season some .normal fruits: were produced on tho abnormal progeny tre~ or some that 
showed only part of the typical abnormal characters and these have heel! listed in B' 1I11sceilaneous 
class. These progeny trees were planted.ln July, 1917] 	 . . 

Source of buds 	 Fruits produced by progeny trees 

,; 

eny Z Number 

tree 


Prog-

No. b ., '" 	
~Limb Chnractcr ... 

<l .!. ~ ~ 

'" . 	
~ §! ; ; ; ~i..,. ~ ;:: 	 ~ ~ 	 ... ... ... ... ... E-< 

.~. 

{YellOW, wrinkled, peb- r'ypicaL-------- G 32 7 150 114 242 1231 888
8-5______ 31 	 bled, red streaked- Miscellaneous____ o 4 2 . 4 0 5 58 1~ 75

lim b variation in 1-- 1-Total_____Thomson troo. 	 I) 36 '9 <'154 114 247 289 108 003 

rrPicaL-------- -:14 29 .14 79 108 I~ 1128 100 oo:r8-6______ 
31 

___.__ do______________._ Miscellaneous__•• 1 5 2 3 0 27 3 41 
ToM______ 1'11 34 la 	 82 108 129 155 10\ 648 
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The £tees of these strains which were propagated from the limb 
variations are very similar in appearance to those of the parent limb. 
The fruits differ from the normal ones in color, texture, and to some 
extent in shape, as indicated in the table, and theLare all of inferior 
commercial quality as compared to those of the Washington strain. 
Fruits showing WashingtoIi and Yellow Thomson sections as produced 
by tree 9-5 listed in Table 24 are shown in Figure 34. 

The most interesting point brought out in these performance records 
is the relatively lllistable character of the production of the progeny 
trees. Some of the progenies have been moFe inherently stable than 
others, but as a whole the tendency has been for, the progeny trees to 

FIOU!<E 34.-Fruits showing sections of rind that resemble those of both the Yellow Thomson 
ond Washington strains. 1'hose were produced by progeny tree !l-5, listed in TobIe 24, which 
was propagated from a limb \'Griation. The tree containing this limb also had severol other 
'variable limbs ond many Individual·fruit voriotlons. Riverside, Calif., January, 1928 

produce a large proportion of fruits typical of those borne by the 
parent-limb variations. 

OTHER STRIKING LIl\-1B VARIATIONS 

In addition to the striking limb variations of Washington Navel 
orange trees described in the foregoing pages, many others have been 
found from time to time which are of more than ordinary interest. 
These variations have been discovered for the most part in trees 
growin~ in orchards other than those where the original Washington 
N avel mdividual-tr~e performance-rocord work was calTied on, and 
many of them have been found in the course of subsequent trec-esti
mate studies with full-bearing trees in established orchards. Progeny 
propagations have been made of most of these limb variations during 
recent years, but the performance records are not complete enough 
as yet for their presentation. Enough evidence has been obtained 
in some instances, however, to warrant a brief presentation of the 
results of these tests, together with descriptions of the outstanding 
characteristics of the limb variations and their progenies. 

Variegated-Leaf limb variations have been found in two otherwise 
normal trees of the Washington strain. The outer edges of the leaves 
of these variations have been of a creamy color, while the central por~ 
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tions have been apparently normal, showing one or more shades of 
light green with a dark-green central area. (Fig. 35.) The growth 
of the Variegatod-Leaf variations has been less vigorous than that 
of normal branches. The fruits of the Variegated-Leaf limb varia
tions have been npparently normal in appearance, but their number 
has been somewhat less than that of comparative normal limbs. 
These variations of the Washington Navel variety are similar in 
a.ppearance to those found in Valencia orange and Eureka lemon trees. 
They have no apparent economic value except possibly for ornamental 
plantings, as the production of the progeny trees is less than that of 
progeny trees from normal branches of the same tree. 

An Everbearillg limb variation found in an orchard in the High
grove district of Riverside, Calif., has proved to be of great interest. 

FIGURE 35.-Folir.ge from a progeny tree propagated from a Variegated·Leaf limb variation in an 
otherwise normal Washington Navel tree. Rh·erside. Cali!.. :i'.Iarch. 1928 

In this illstanee a single limb in an otherwise normal Washington 
Navel tree has produced clusters of oranges of different sizes and stages 
of maturity. (Fig. 36.) On account of the tendency of this limb, 
and the progeny trees propagated from it, to flower and develop fruits 
at different seasons of the year, the term Everbearing has been given 
to this varia tion. 

The parent-limb variation was discovered on account of the devel
opment of large clusters of fruit produced by some of the branches. 
On some of the small branches fruits developed from buds in the 
nxils of nearly every leaf, and in a few instances thorns were found 
bearing oranges similar to the fruits in the clusters. 

Buds cut from the JiJverbeal'ing limb variation were first inserted 
in sour-orange seedling stocks in 1922, and subsequent propagations 

http:35.-Folir.ge
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han' 1>('('11 llllldl' fl'lllll hoth th(' pnI'(,l1t limh nnd th(' prog(,llY t['('cs, 
Till' prugl'ny [p:;t:; of til(' En'I'hpllring limh \'HI'intions hnyp not gone 
faI' Pllouglt to warrant lillnl eOllclusions, but ('n(lugh l'vici(,IlCl' has b('('n 
oiJlailll,d to show thnt ;';OIlle of thl' pl'C'ltliaritil'~ of til(' parent limb 
ha\"(' IH'(,tl trnnsmittl'd tn th(' jlI'Ogl'lly tl'(,('S, TIlE' l'xtrlloI'dinaI'ily 
prolifie ehnrnl'Il'I'i;.;ti(' of till' pat'l'l1t limb is ;.;hown in til(' progl'ny 
t!'l'(';';, ;.;nn\(' of t hem ~)(,HI'illg fl"Om ~:i to ;);3 ornngl's Ilt :2 ~rl'fll'S of ngl' 

Flllll~E it. t'!Il .. tl'r of frnir OIl nIt' E.vl'rliparing limh \-ariatiou III all (ltherwise normal \ru:ihiugtou 

S:I\"(·I Ifl'e. IU~ltgro\"~'. Calif.. Jaouary. J!I~7 


whill' stalldillg in 1l1il'Sl'I'\" !'Ow;.;, On SOIlll' of thl' nllrS(,IT tl"CCS flow('l's 
han' g!'OWll (')(1 thorns ;111<1 hn \"l' dl'\'(']ojl('(l into fl"uit~ ill a mnnnl'l' 
silllilur ttl tllilt of thl' pnn'lIt-lilllh \"Ill'iatioll, .\.t difJ'('['ellt S(,Bsons 
Illl' [ll'og(,II.\" 1I'l'I'S huy(' 1l'lItil'ti, to nIl !l[l11SUul ('xt('llt, to pl'Odu('e 
!loWl'!''';. ';ll ll\ I' of whi('h ti('vl'lop fruits but Ill!lll~" of whi('h drop ('ithel" 
jll:'[ nrtt-I" Ilow('l'ill!.! or wlll'1I thp young i'I'Ilit;.; un' from oll('-quartel' to 
!llll'-hnif i11l'!l ill diallll'ter. .\ [n'(' />PHring ij.'\ Ol'Hllges one and one
half Yl'ar::; aftl'l' bl'ing plnnted is shown in Figure 37. 
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The progeny trees of the Everbearing limb have habits and vigor 
of growth and size and shape of leaves similar to trees of the Wash
ington strain, although frequently a long semitrailing branch is pro
duced which blooms freely and usually sets a few fruits. The fruits 
vary in appearance, particularly in the texture of the rind, some of 
them being very smooth and others having a somewhat rough texture 
with few oil cells. The thickness of the rind, the quantity of rag and 

FIGURE 3'.-Progeny tree of the E\'erbearing strain of the Washington
Navel oran~e that was propagated from the limb variation -::, n in 
Figure 36. This tree WIIS planted in the fall of 1926 and photographed
February 8, 1928, when it was bearing 58 fruits. Corona, Cam. 

juice, and the flavor of the juice are very similar to those character
Istics of fruits of the Washington strain. 

In another outstanding instance a limb variation was found in an 
otherwise normal tree of the Washington strain which bears seedless 
oranges closely resembling those of the Washington strain except 
that they do not have navels (fig. 38) and they remain on the tree in 
good condition for two or three months longer than normal fruits. 
A progeny propagation of this limb variation has shown the same 
characteristics of the parent-limb variation. The indications are 
that this strain may be a commercially valuable one on account of its 
fruiting charncteristics, and a commercial test is now being made of it. 

41519°-29---5 
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A series of teratological variations have been found from time to 
time in all of the Washington Navel orange orchards where these 
investigations have been carried on. These variations have usually 
occurred as individual fruits, although in some instances several have 

FIGURE :!S.-Fruits produCed on a tree that was top-worked Crom a limb variation in a Washing
ton Navel tree. The parent limb bore seedless Cruits without navels that remained on the tree 
several weeks longer than the normnl Cruits on the other limbs. and the fruits on the top
worked tree appear to have the same characters. Redlands. enlu., March. 1928 

been found on a single limb, indicating a tendency toward the produc
tion of these abnormal fruits. 

One of the most common of these fruit variations is the occurrence 
of extraordinarily large protIpdillg navels, as sho~ in Figure 39. 
In these cases ~he seconda.& orange or navel sometunes develops to 

FIGURE 39.-Fruits with large protruding navels Crom a Washington Navel orange tre.l which pro
duced similar abnormal Cruits several seasons during the performance-record period. Riverside. 
Ca\Jf., l<'ebrunry. 1917 

one-quarter or one-half the size of the primary orange, with a structure 
somewhat similar to that of the fruits to which they are attached. 

In a number of individual trees and limbs under investigation the 
large protruding .navel condition seems to vary during different sea

I 
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sons, so that, althou~h many such protrusions are found during cer
tain seasons, the frwts on these trees are apparently normal in this 
respect the following season. In two progeny propagations of limbs 
having fruit with protruding navels in otherwise normal treeS there 
has not been any conclusive evidence thus far that thls condition has 
been transmitted except that more such abnormal fruits have occurred 
on these progeny trees during occasional seasons than on comparable 
trees of the Washington strain. The protruding navels are very 
objectionable from the commercial standpoint, on account of their 
appearance and because of the susceptibility to injury and diseases 
which lead to decay of the oranges having th~se abnormal growths. 
All such fruits are sorted ollt in the packing houses and are thrown 
into the cull bin. 

A growth somewhat similar to a laI"ge protruding navel has been 
found on the side of some fruits. (Fig. 40.) Commercio,py, this 

FIGURE 4o.-V1ews of an abnormal WlIShlngton Navel orange having a secondary growth near 
the stom ~nd.like B 1argo protruding nRvel. Riverside, Cnllr., February, 1017 

condition is even more undesirable than that of the Qrdinary protrud
~g navel, but it is of some interest from the bud-variatio~point of 
View. 

Double navel oran~s have been found occasionally in trees of 
several strains of the W Bshington Navel, but more often in those of 
the. Australian strain. This tendency for trees of certain strains to 
produce more of such teratological forms than do those of other 
strains has been observed in these studies, but examples of abnormal 
fruits have been found in one or. more trees of all of the strains under 
observation. 

The structure of the double oranges indicates that these fruits have 
developed from individual flowe~ having double ovaries. (Fig. 41.) 
In some instances both ovaries grow at about the same rate, whereas 
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Witches'-broomlike growths have been found in several trees of the 
different strains of the Washington Navel oran~e during these inves
tigations. (Fig. 42.) These abnormal ve~etatlve growths somewhat 
resemble those called witches'-broomst which are tho\Jght to be of a 
pathological nature in certain other plants. However, careful studies 

FIGURE 42.-An abnormal development of II Washington Navel branch like a witches'·broom. 
Several similar growths have been observed In citrus trees, but no pathological condition has been 
(ound in any of them. Riverside; Calif., spring of 1926 

of these structures in Washington Navel trees have failed to reveal 
any diseased condition. Progeny propagations of some of these 
forms have resulted in trees havinB' very abnormal foliage and fruits. 

The witches'-brooms observed ill Washington Navel trees appar
ently originate from adventitious buds. The growth is made up of 
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rapidly growing straight branches which have an angular shape, large 
size, and soft tissues. Peculiar burlike growths bearing many buds 
occur at many or all of the leafaxils, and the leaves are oftentimes 
abnormally large, acutely pointed, and of light-green color. The 
fruits, usually very few in number, are smaller than the normal and 
have thick rmds of coarse texture and but little juice of an inferior 
quality. 

Many other abnormal foliage and fruit forms have been observed 
in the course of these studies, some of which have been propagated in 
order to determine their heritability. One of these appears as fruits 
which split open as they approach maturity. Pro~eny propagations 
from these trees and others of more than ordinary mterest are under 
way but have not gone far enough as yet to permit the presentation 
of final conclusions regarding their performance. 

LESSONS FROM THE PROGENY TESTS 

The progeny tests of limb variations in otherwise normal Washing
ton Navel orange trees which have been described in the foregoing 
pages show the inheritance of the different characters which were 
noted as limb variations and indicate clearly the importance of bud 
sl'lection in the propagation of this variety in order to avoid the per
petuation of undesirable variations in orchard plantings. These 
tests, together with related orchard e:'l:pcrience during the past 18 
years, prove that limb variations are of great importance from the 
fact that in obtaining bud wood for nursery propagation buds taken 
unintentionally from such limbs have probably given rise to many if 
not to all of the trees of the diverse strains which have been observed 
during these investigations. 

These progeny tests have shown that where the fruit and foliage 
characters were uniform in the parent-limb variations these characters 
are uniformly transmitted to the progeny trees. When the parent 
li~ produced normal as well as abnormal fruits, or where the limb 
developed more than one kind of fruit or foliage variation from the 
normal, the progeny trees of such limbs perpetuated the unstable 
characteristics of the parent variations and in about the same relative 
proportion. The perpetuation of the undesirable limb variations, 
whether of the stable or the unstable class, is a matter of fundamental 
importance to commercial orchardists where profitable cultivation 
depends upon the production of uniformly de!'!it'f.fJle crops. 

The trees of some of the strainE\ grow much 11:ore vigorously than 
those of other strains. Some of them produce an abnormal proportion 
of rank-growing, nonfruiting branches, which are commonly called 
suckers. The tendency to produce this type of growth has been 
found to be perpetuated through bud propagation. .As a result of 
these investigations the commercial propagation of trees of these 
undesirable strains has been discontinued. 

These progeny tests have shown that certain low-producing limb 
variations in otherwise normal trees have transmitted this character
istic to their progenies, thus indicating that quantity of fruit is an 
inherent character which is perpetuated through bud propagation. 

The distinction between inherent variations in quantity of produc
tion an(l those which are not transmitted through bud propagation is 
not always clearly realized. In these studies only those variatiuns in 
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quantity of production which are perpetuated through budding have 
been considered as a strain characteristic. Differences in quantity of 
fruit due to environmental conditions which are not inherited are 
commonly called fluctuations. The pro~eny test as described in this 
bulletin is a reliable method for determming whether variations in 
quantity of production are inherent or are merely fluctuations in yield 
due to environmental factors. 

Inasmuch as quantity production is of primary importance to the 
profitable growing of orange crops, the value of bud selection in 
avoiding the unintentional propagation of unproductive variations has 
been forcibly demonstrated.,__ '. _ ' 

The quality of oranges from the commerCial viewpoint depends 
largely upon their size, shape, color, nature and extent of blemishes, 
texture and thickness of rind, quantity and J4nd 6f rag, and quantity 
and flavor of juice. These progeny tests have included the records 
of trees propagated from limb variations which differ markedly in one 
or more of these characteristics from the normal fruits bOl1le by other 
branches of the same parent trees. The very small and the abnor
mally large sizes of oranges borne by the parent-limb variations have 
been perpetuated in their progenies. The pyriform, oblong, flattened, 
and other abnormal shapes of the fruits produced by limb variations 
have been transmitted to the progeny trees. The brown-spotted, 
corrugated, ridged, granular, knobbed, and creased oranges of the limb 
variations have been largely or entirely reproduced in the progeny 
trees. The thickness of the rind and quantity and quality of the 
juice of the fruits produced by limb variations have been transmitted 
to the progeny trees. On the whole these progeny tests have shown 
that all types of variations in those characteristics that make up 
commercial quality of the fruits have been produced by different 
limbs and have been transmitted to their progenies through bud 
propagation. .' .... 

In addition to quantity and quality of fruit§, the season of their 
maturity is an important economic factor in commercial orcharding. 
It is particularly important that the market package include only 
uniformly mature fruits. The fruits of some strains of the Washing
ton Navel orange mature at different periods from the normal. For 
example, the fruits of the Australian strain do not reach a satisfactory 
stage of maturity for a considerable time, often three months, after 
the normal oranges have ripened. With a nllxture of trees of the 
Australian strain in orchards of the Washington strain, the late, 
maturing fruits are either picked with the ~eneral crop or are left for 
later picking. The assorting of the Australian oranges in the packing 
houses is a difficult and expensive matter, and usually some of them 
are accidentally included with the regular pack, thus lowerin~ the 
grade for the pack as a whole. If the scattered trees are pIcked 
separately this method involves a heavy extra expense which is 
usuully not justified on account of the inferior value of the fruits. 
Other progenies in which the trees produce mature fruit out of the 
normal season and similar to that of the parent-limb variations 
indicate that the season of maturity is another characteristic of certain 
limb variations which can be perpetuated through bud propagation. 

Seasonal fluctuations in the fruiting or foliage characteristics of 
'Vashington Navel trees due to abnormal environmental influences 
are not perpetuated through budding. However, it has been found 
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that the trees of some strains tend to resist certain unfavorable 
climatic or cultural influences more strongly, or that they respond 
more readily to favorable conditions than those of other strains of 
this variety. The progeny test is a satisfactory method for showing 
whether or not observed variations are inherent and for determining 
their relative values. 

VALUE OF BUD SELECTION TO THE WASmNGTON NAVEL ORANGE 
INDUSTRY 

As a result of t.hese investigations it has been shown that bud 
variations in trees of the Washington Navel variety are of frequent 
occurrence and of fundamental importance in this variety. The 
presence of some of the inferior trees found in established orchards 
has been proved to be due to the unintentional propagation of unde
sirable bud variations when the trees in these orchards were propa
gated. These studies have shown the possibility of maintaining the 
variety from so-called "running out" and improving its efficiency for 
valuable fruit production by avoiding the further propagation of the 
unproductive and undesirable strains because their occurrence was 
not suspected. This knowledge has given orange growers renewed 
confidence in the Washington Navel variety, which has resulted in 
increased plantings in recent years. As a result of the bud-selection 
investigatIOns the new plantings have been composed almost entirely 
of trees grown from carefully selected bud wood. 

In striking contrast to the numbers of trees of inferior strains which 
were found in established orchards at the time these bud-variation and 
i3election studies were begun is a recent tree-estimate study of more 
than 100 young Washington Navel orchards in which the trees were 
propagated from selected superior parent trees. These orchards 
have failed to reveal a single markedly off-strain tree. The produc
tion of these young groves has been more uniformly satisfactory both 
as to quantity and quality of fruit than have groves otherwise com
parable in. which the trees were propagated from bud wood not 
systematically selected. 

In established orchards the abnormal-strain trees have largely been 
eliminated by top-working or replanting, and the undesirable limb 
sports have been pruned from the trees. This removal of undesirable 
bud variations has resulted in an improved production both as to the 
quantity and the commercial quality of the crops. 

The most serious loss arising from the presence of poor fruit is that 
to the reputation of the crop as a whole. While it is possible to sort 
out many of the undesirable fruits, it is impracticable to eliminate all 
of them ill the sorting processes in the packing house. Some off-type 
strains, such as the Ridged or Sheepnose fruits, are easily distin
gllished from the normal by their appearance. Others are apparently 
normal in outward appearance but when cut open are found to have 
thick peel, coarse rag, juice of poor flavor, or other detrimental 
qualities. 

It costs as much to care for the trees bearing the undesirable varia
tions as for those with the most desirable fruits. In assorting the 
crop preliminary to packing there is an added eJl.-pense in eliminating 
the undesirable oranges, most of which go into the cull grade. These 
unmarketable fruits are usually a total loss to the growers, and the 
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expense of disposing of them must be added to the cost of handling 
the crop. 

The Washington Navel variety is the most important possession of 
the industry by reason of its proved production of profitable crops 
which have obtained an invaluable market reputation. The necessity 
for maintaining and improving the productiveness of the variety must 
therefore be apparent to every thinking person. 

In May, 1917, the California Fruit Growers' Exchange, a coopera
tive marketing organization having a membership of more than 11,000 
citrus growers, established a bud department in its Fruit Growers' 
Supply Co., a subsidiary which furnishes supplies to its members. 
From 1917 to 1928, inclusive, the bud department as a public service 
furnished to nurserymen and growers, nonmembers as well as members 
of the organization, a total of 1,065,253 WashingtonNavel orange buds 
selected from superior fruitin~ parent trees of the Washington strain. 
In addition, other organizatIOns and individual nurserymen in the 
Southwest have used more than 300,000 Washington Navel buds 
obtained from similarly selected parent trees. Many growers have 
used buds ohtained from superior trees from their own orchards for 
top-working undesirable strain trees in the same orchards. The com
mercial results of this work have been a heavier and a more uniformly 
valuable quality of production than was the case before the use of 
carefully selected buds became almost universal in the Washington 
Navel orange industry. 

ISOLATION A'ND PROPAGATION OF SUPERIOR STRAINS 

Some of the limb variations studied have been found to produce 
mor~ or better fruits, or both, than the normal branches of the same 
parent trees. Such limb variations are less easily distinguished than 
those which bear markedly inferior fruits or those which are d~cidedly 
different from the normal. Progeny propagations of the apparently 
superior limb variations in comparison with those of normal branches 
of the same parent trees must be carried on for. a considerable period 
of time in order to determine the relative value of these variations. 

The progeny tests of apparently superior limb variations which have 
been made in commercial orchards indicate that superior strains have 
been isolated from superior limb variations in otherwise normal trees. 

In full-hearing ·Washington Navel orchards, where cooperative 
commercial tree-performance record work with growers has been 
carried on: individual trees have been found which have produced 
consistently, for a period of four or more years, a larger quantity and 
a better quality of fruit than the other trees in the orchards. In 
many instances buds cut for commercial propagation from these 
trees have been budded in the nurseries as individual tree progenies, 
so that the nursery trees can be traced back to the parent trees. The 
nursery progeny trees have been t.ransplanted to commercial orchards 
where the arrangement of planting is such that each progeny can be 
identified, so that its performance records may be compared with 
those of other progenies and of the parent trees. 

The performance records of a number of these commercial progeny 
plantings indicate that in some of the progenies the characteristics 
of the parent trees have been perpetuated more uniformly than is 
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the case in other progenies. The individual trees which have consistently borne the heaviest crops of desirable fruits in the most uniformly superior progenies have been selected for further propagation,and the individual-tree performance records in several orchards ofthis second bud selection indicl\te that further improved productionhas been obtained in this way.
The individual-tree performance record is the basis for the selectionof apparently superior parent trees as sources of budwood for thedevelopment. of superior strains. Methods for obtaining such recordshave been described in Farmers' Bulletin 794 (13).
In several commercial Washington Navel progeny plantings inCalifornia where commercial individual-tree performance recordshave been obtained, about 50 per cent of the total number of treeson the average have been considered satisfactory sources of buds forf!l!tlier pr9pagation,~ whereas in the orchards where the parent treeswere loeated less than 1 per cent of the trees were selected for propagation. In some pllrticularly desirable progenies more than 75 percent of the trees have been lIsed as sources of selected bud wood.The general application of the results of these investigations hasled to greatly impl'oved yields and more profit from the culture ofthe Wllshin~ton Navel orange. This variety hilS been stabilizedthrough the Isolation and propagation of the best strain and the elimination of the undesirable ones. The performance records which arebeing obtllined in commcrcilll oi'chards of this variety which werepropagated from superior parent trees and limb variations indicatethat better yielding stmins have been obtained than any he1'etoforein cultivation.
Progeny tests of a number of striking and 'apparently valuablelimb vllriations in otherwise normal vVashington Navel orange treesare now being conducted at several locations in the Southwest. Inmost instances tbe fruits of the parent-limb variations and the progeny trees propagated from them have one or more characteIisticswhich are considered to be improvements upon the normal Washington strain fruits for commercial production. So far as these testshaye gone, the results indicate that improved strains have beenisolated which will be of commercial value at least in certain districts,and they show the importance of It study of all apparently valuablelimb variations by means of the progeny-t,est method and commercialorchard experience. 

REPJ.ACING TREES OF UNDESIRABLE STRAINS 

The trees of undesirable strains in bearing Washington Navelorange orchards can be replaced by either one of two proved methods,viz, by top-working or by replanting. Each of these methods hasbeen used successfully, I:>.oth experimentally and commercially, inthe course of these investigations.
The identification of the inferior-strain trees for top-working orreplacement in the orchard should be based upon their performancerecords. Where it is not prttcticable to obtain individual-tree recordsof actual production it has been found that estimate records of theindividual-tree yields before they have been picked are satisfactoryfor the purpose of locating the undesirable-strain trees. Methods ofobtaining such records are described in Farmers' Bulletin 794 (13). 
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Detailed directions for top-working the inferior trees are given in 
Farmers' Bulletin 1447 (17). It is important that all new growth of 
the top-worked trees be. carefully removed from time to time except· 
ing that from the inserted buds. Many thousands of trees of uudesir· 
able strains have been successfully top-worked in the Washington 
Navel orchards of California during the ~ period covered by these 
investigations, and the production of these orchards, both as to 
quantity and quality of fruit, has been materially improved as a 
result of this work. 

)n some of the old orchards which have trees of unoesirable st.rains, 
replanting with desirable young Washington strain trees has been 
found to be preferable to the top-working method of replacement, 
especially where the inferior-strain trees have been injured by disease 
or in other ways. The treatment and care of the replanted trees are 
described in Farmers' Bulletin 1447 (17). In a few instances under 
recent observation desirable trees of the Washington strain up to 
12 years of age have been used for replacing inferior-strain trees in 
old orchards, and the results of the practice of replanting with older 
trees thus far indicate that it has been successful under the conditions 
where it has been used. 

SUMMARY 

The Washlngton Navel orange variety was introduced into the 
United States from Bahia, Brazil, in 1870, by the United Statee 
Department of Agriculture, and two trees propagated from this intro· 
duction were sent to Mrs. Eliza Tibbets, at Riverside, Calif., in 1873. 
From this beginninO" theWashington Navel orange industry of the 
Southwest has deve1oped, largely within the last 35 years, until the 
variety is now one of the most important and extensively grown citrus 
fruits in the United States. 

The individual-tree performance-record studies of bearing trees of 
. the Washington Navel orange which have been made in several or
chards in southern California since 1909 have shown that these groves 
consist of at least 20 strains of commercial importal1ce with 5 or more 
others of less economic consequence. The trees of each of these strains 
have fruit or vegetative characteristics, or both, which serve to dis
tinguish them from all other trees of the variety, 

About 25 per cent of the total number of trees studied in the original 
orchards in which these investigations have been conducted were 
found to be of undesirltble strains having consistently low yield~" or 
bearing fruits of poor quality, or both, such as those of the Australian, 
Unproductive, Corrugated, Pear-Shape, Sheepnose, Flattened, Dry, 
and other inferior strains. The presence of these trees reduced the 
CJ.uantity and quality of the crops of these orchards about in propor· 
tlOn to their number, and added to the expense of preparing the crop 
for the market by reason of the cost of assorting and grading the fruits 
in the packing houses. When accidentally included in the packed 
boxes the fruits of the trees of the undesirable strains had a detri
mental effect upon the market reputation of the variety as a whole. 

Limb variations in which the fruit and folia~e characteristics were 
strikingly different from those of the norrnallimbs of the same trees 
were found in certain Washington Navel trees during these investiga· 
tions, and when once identified they were easily recognized during 
subsequent studies. 
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The similarity of the fruits and foliage of the limb variations to 
those of entire~tree variations in established orchards suggested the 
probability that the tree variations were tb.e result of the unintentional 
propagation in commercial nursery practice of limb variations occur~ 
ring in trees otherwise normal. In order to obtain definite evidence on 
this subject, propagatinns of a number of limb variations and of normal 
limbs in the same parent trees were made in 1915, and the resulting 
J>rogeny trees were planted at Riverside in the orchard of the Citrus 
Experiment Station of the University of California in 1917. The 
results of these progeny tests as shown by the performance records 
of the trees for the fruiting period 1920-21 to 1927-28, inclusive, are 
presented in this bulletin, together with notations and observations 
on the development of the progeny trees during their entire growth. 

In the study of the limb variations of the Washington Navel trees 
two conditions of development have been found: (1) Stable ones or 
those in which the fruit and foliage characteristics are uniform for the 
entire limb, and (2) unstable ones in which normal fruit or foliage 
occurs as well as that typical of the variation. 

The vegetative growth and the fruits of the progeny trees which 
were propagated from the stable limb variations have been relatively 
uniform throughout, whereas the foliage and fruits of the progeny 
trees which were propagated from the unstable limb variations have 
been variable and typical of the fruit and foliage characteristics of the 
parent limbs. The stable and unstable conditions of growth and frui~ 
ing of the parent limbs have been p~rpetuated in their pro~enies 
through bud propagation, indicating that these conditions are mher
ent ones. 

The performance records of the low-yieldinl! progenies which were 
propagated from the unproductive limb variatwDs indicate that quan
tity of fruit is an inherent characteristic which may occur as limb varia
tions and which can be perpetuated through bud propagation. The 
unintentional propagation of such limb variations in commercial 
Dursery practice where systematic bud selection has not been used in 
the selection of superior pltrent trees probably explains the origin of 
the consistently unproductive trees studied in these investigations and 
those observed in other orchards' of this variety. 

The progeny trees that were propagated from limb variations hav
ing fruit and foliage strikingly different in one or more characteristics 
from those of the normal limbs .)f the same parent trees have devel
oped fruits and foliage similar to those of the parent-limb variations. 
These fruit variations include differences in shape, size, texture, and 
thickness of the rinds, color, blemishes, proportion and nature of the 
rag, quantity and flavor of the juice, size of the navel and the navel 
opening, and other characteristics which are important as regards the 
commercial quality and value of the fruit. 

The vegetative variations include those which have an excessive 
growth, an abnormal number of large nonfruiting branches, those 
with small and sharply pointed leaves, variegated leaves and t\\'igs, 
and rolled leaves. 

During recent years tree--estiInate studies in commercial Washing
ton Nave} orchards, in which the trees were propagated from superior 
parent trees selected as sources of buds on the basis of their conSIstent 
production of uniformly good fruits, show an almost entire absence 
of trees of undesirable strains, whereas in a few comparable orchards 

J 
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where the trees were not propagated from systematically selected 
buds an economically important percentage of trees of inferior strains 
have been fotmd. These studies indicate the value of the systematic 
selection of productive and uniformly good-fruiting norm-al parent 
trees as sources of buds for propagation and the perpetuation of the 
desirable characteristics of superior producing trees through bud 
propagation. They also indicate that the mixed. st-ock in many Wash
mgton Nave} orchards has been due tl:' the unintentional cutting of 
bud wood from limb variations. 

Other striking bud variations and progeny trees propagated from 
them in addition to those described in detail in this bulletin have 
been studied, but on account, of their infrequent occurrence or ap
parent minor importance have been only briefly mentioned. The 
performance records of these variations in every instance show that 
the characteristics of the parent limbs have been perpetuated in the 
progeny trees through budding. 

The performance records of progeny plantings of W ashin~ton 
Navel trees propagated from parent trees selected on the basIs of 
their consistent production of heavy crops of uniformly good fruits 
indicate the probability that superior yielding strains of this variety 
have been isolated throu~h systematic bud selection. 

The progeny propagatIOns of several valuable limb variations of 
Washington Navel trees which produce fruits having one or more 
improved quality characteristics as compared with the normal Wash
ington stram fruits show the possibility of isolating strains from limb 
variations in which the trees pruduce a superior quality of fruit. 

Replacing trees of undesirable strains in established orchards 
through top-working and replanting has been successfully accom
plished in many instances. Such trees have been given special atten
tion and cultural care for several years in order to provide the proper 
conditions for their growth and development in competition with 
near-by larger trees. The results have been an improvement in the 
~uality and value of the crops through the elimination of the estab
hshed trees of undesirable strains. 

The value of the application of the results of these investigations 
to the Washington Navel orange industry includes: (1) Maintaining 
the efficiency of this proved variety through the propagation of uni
form progeny trees of the valuable Washington strain from superior 
parent trees selected as sources of bud wood on the basis of their • performance records, and avoiding the unintention~l propagation of 
undesirable limb or entire-tree variations; (2) improving the quality

• and quantity of production of established orchards through replacing 
the undesirable strain trees with desirable ones by top-working or 
replanting themj (3) the isolation through progeny tests of improved 
strains from valuable limb or entire-tree variatiolls which have an 
inherent wndency to produce more fruits of superior quality for com
mercial purposes than the normal i (4) the use of the progeny-test 
method for determinin~ the relative value of bud variations and strains 
arising from them for lOcal orchard conditions. 
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